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Executive Summary
The plumbing industry across Australia has long considered the possibility of some form
of Continuous Professional Development (CPD) to support plumbers’ in the industry. To
this end, the Plumbing Industry Commission of Victoria (PIC) has commissioned this
research to explore how a continuous professional development program might be
framed for the Victorian plumbing industry.
The aim of this project is to provide the CPD program with goals and principles reflecting
industry views. This will then provide a strong basis to develop a detailed policy for a
Victorian plumbers’ CPD program.
Extensive consultation underpins the findings within this report. Focus groups with
plumbers were conducted to highlight practitioner concerns and points of view. These
focus groups informed an extensive survey that collected views from plumbers across
Victoria from every category of registration (See Appendix 2 - Overview of Statistical
Analysis on Survey). In-depth interviews were also conducted with Victorian plumbing
stakeholders representing plumbing industry associations, the plumbing regulator,
unions, plumbing training organisations and industry advisors. Conscious that other
States and Territories engage regularly with the PIC, all interstate plumbing regulators
and associations were also interviewed on their views with respect to goals and principles
for a plumbers’ CPD program (See Appendix 1 – In-depth Interview List).

Industry Drivers for CPD
Many of the state regulators, plumbing associations and union believe there has been a
dramatic transformation in the technical side of the industry presenting challenges in
regulatory and manufacturer oversight of competent installation of new products. The
changing nature of the
plumbing industry is not lost
on practitioners. 78% of all
practitioners feel there has
been a great deal of change
in the industry – and that it
will only get faster in the
future. Other key areas of
change within the industry
that
plumbers
and
stakeholders commented on
included the emergence of
green
plumbing
and
sustainable practices.

Many plumbing associations and state regulators also highlight the increase in community
expectations. Despite this challenge, many interviewees noted the opportunity for
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plumbers to take on an advisory or consultancy role with customers especially in areas of
water conservation and green plumbing.
Over two-thirds of Victorian plumbers ‘strongly agree’ that plumbers have to keep up to
date because of their licensed trade status. However, only 29% felt that ‘experience’
in the trade was sufficient in keeping up to date, suggesting that other forms of learning
are necessary to maintain currency.
Critical to the decision on developing a CPD program for Victorian plumbers is whether
plumbers support such a program and whether they believe it will make a difference.
Plumbers across Victoria were asked, without qualification, whether they ‘support a
professional development program for plumbers in Victoria’. Overwhelmingly, plumbers
in Victoria support the concept of a professional development program. 48% of plumbers
‘strongly support’ the idea of a CPD program, and overall, 74% support it to some
degree (i.e. choices 4 & 5 in graph below). This compares to 13% who oppose the idea
(i.e. choices 1 & 2), with another 13% in the middle.

60%
50%

48%

40%
30%

26%

20%
10%
0%

6%

7%

I strongly
oppose this

2

13%
3

4

I strongly
support this

Chart 1 - Rating support for a professional development program

This view is relatively uniform across the trade. There was no significant difference by
age, regionality (i.e. population size where plumbers live) or between registered and
licensed plumbers.
The majority of plumbers feel that a CPD program would have an important impact on:
•

protecting the health of the community

•

reputation of the plumbing industry

•

the ability of plumbers to move into different areas of plumbing, and

•

an impact on their career
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Goals of a Plumbing CPD Program
If a CPD program is developed for the Victorian Plumbing market, there must be a clear
statement of what it hopes to achieve. In essence, why should we have a CPD program?
There were consistent themes on goals from regulators and plumbing associations from
each State, along with views from union representatives, RTO managers and Victorian
stakeholders on the Plumbing Industry Advisory Board. They included:
•

keeping up with changing technology

•

maintaining awareness of changing regulations and legislation

•

improving standards and professionalism in the trade

•

protecting the community health

The views from plumbing associations, regulators, RTOs, Water Boards were very
consistent in their opinion that all plumbers should be included in a CPD program if
one was initiated, regardless of registration categories. For many, it was difficult to
distinguish which groups should be left out of a CPD program if the goals were to be
achieved. Plumbers in forums and surveys also largely supported this view, with few
putting arguments forward why one sector should not be involved in a CPD program –
most concerns from plumbers focused on the structure of the program.

Subject Matter
Most industry participants would agree on the importance of letting practitioners
choose their own CPD activities. However, plumbers and interviews with industry
groups highlighted the need to specify categories of learning activities to ensure the
industry has balanced capabilities and is able to respond to changes within the industry.
Plumbers were very comfortable in describing learning needs in categories of technical
and non-technical areas.
Currently, 41% of plumbers experience difficulty in finding technical learning
opportunities. The lack of information is the most critical challenge in finding
technical professional development (PD) – larger than finding time, access or cost.
Plumbers are very conscious of the importance of strong skills in non-technical areas such
as business management, quoting, running a team, dealing with customers, etc. Roughly
two-thirds of all Victorian plumbers feel these skills are ‘very important’ and only 2% feel
they are ‘not important at all’. At present, 37% of Victorian plumbers experience
difficulty in taking on non-technical learning opportunities. Most comments suggest that
time, cost and distance play more of a challenge in non-technical aspects than finding
information (as is the case with technical PD activities).
Plumbers are very worried that a CPD program may try to push them into learning
activities that don’t interest them or are not suitable for their area of work. Although
there are professional development needs that a practitioner may not be aware of, the
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success or failure of a CPD program will be judged on practitioners finding professional
development (PD) that relates to their interest and needs.
Despite the overwhelming support for user choice, industry representatives and
regulators resoundingly suggested that CPD should improve regulatory understanding.
Many feel plumbing practitioners are struggling to keep abreast of amendments,
regulatory changes and scope of practice. With the heightened pace of change and the
impending national licensing scheme, many feel this issue will only become more acute
and therefore requires a more directed approach.
A plumbers’ CPD program will be greatly enhanced by maintaining a common point
structure with other CPD programs to allow cross-over. This is important for common
learning activities, and to ensure efficiencies for practitioners involved in more than one
CPD program (e.g. a plumber who is also a registered builder or hydraulic consultant).

Challenges for Plumbers in Taking Up CPD Activities
Only fifty percent of Victorian plumbers feel that there are sufficient professional
development activities available currently. The other half of plumbers are unsure what
is available or feel there is not enough.
If a CPD program was introduced to Victorian plumbers, there are a number of perceived
challenges that must be acknowledged in order to gain support from practitioners and
industry representatives. Victorian plumbers perceive the following as challenges in
taking up CPD activities:

90%

Finding the time

65%

Cost

48%

I don't know what is available
Previous activities I have attended have been a
waste of time

22%

How will this help me at work?

20%

My work is so specialised, it's hard to find
activities in my area

18%

I never did like school

13%
5%

Nothing of interest
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

Chart 2 - Top challenges in taking up professional development activities
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Some interviewees feel that there will be resistance to the concept of CPD from older
plumbers. However, survey results reveal that older plumbers are no different from
younger plumbers in their support of CPD for the Victorian market. Older plumbers have
witnessed great change within the plumbing industry and feel that the industry is
changing at a faster pace than younger plumbers perceive. However, there is a marked
difference in the form of CPD that older plumbers support. Older plumbers are much
more supportive of a voluntary program than younger plumbers, and only a small
proportion are supportive of any form of mandatory (22% vs. 42%).
Survey results show that although older plumbers feel that CPD will have a big impact on
the reputation of the industry, they are much less inclined than their younger cohort to
believe it will have any impact on their plumbing career. They also believe that CPD is
less likely to impact the ability of plumbers to move into different areas of plumbing.
This is of some concern for an aging workforce. Also many comments from plumbers
suggest that career changes are often not planned but triggered by health issues and
mishaps that occur more frequently in late career. Many comments throughout the
industry suggest a level of apathy towards learning activities, and this would seem to be
somewhat more prevalent in older plumbers. Although older plumbers are more inclined
than younger plumbers to believe there is ‘lots of PD out there if you want to do it’, they
find it much more difficult to find. This is especially so in the non-technical aspects of
professional development.
With respect to CPD, the challenge for regional areas is primarily one of access. A
formal CPD program would increase the need dramatically, but would also provide some
economies of scale. A number of plumbers and industry groups highlight the use of
computers and the internet to access regional plumbers (as well as other plumbers
throughout Victoria).
Currently, 92% of all Victorian plumbers have a computer at home and 87% of all
plumbers have internet access. Although a number of plumbers consider a computer not
applicable to their on-the-job activities, others consider computer skills essential for
their job and necessary for the future direction of the plumbing industry. Roughly one
in five plumbers across Victoria
has
never
used
e-mail.
However, almost half use e-mail
‘often’ or ‘very often’.
In exploring whether plumbers
have any interest in learning
more about computers, the
survey found that half of all
Victorian
plumbers
were
‘Interested’ or ‘Very Interested’
in learning more. It is interesting
to note that while older plumbers
may not use computers as much
as their younger cohort, they are
still interested in learning more about their use. In fact, the highest interest was from
plumbers over the age of 60. Although there are anecdotal challenges to the use of
computers and on-line access for plumber CPD, it would appear that many plumbers do
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at least have computers and internet access at home. This may be particularly useful for
some forms of CPD that are flexible in timing and accessibility for busy plumbers and
those who lack access to the same opportunities available in the cities.

Encouraging Take-Up of CPD Activities
Encouraging take-up of CPD activities is critical to whichever framework the plumbing
CPD program takes.
CPD needs to be marketed as more than ‘school’ style activities. The delivery of CPD
activities has broadened over the last two decades and relates not only to the successful
completion of accredited qualifications, but also incorporates short, industry specific
training and broader development activities that involve self directed development and
work-based learning. However, this will need to be made evident to plumbers, since
most plumbers tend to view professional development activities as ‘school’ style
activities.
The importance of building a wide selection of relevant CPD activities is critical to a
plumbing CPD program. Time after time, comments from plumbers noted their
frustration in finding relevant and practical learning opportunities. Where plumbers see
a professional development activity useful for a new area or clearly relevant to helping
them in their line of work, it would appear that some of the concerns about time and
cost are less of a barrier.
The following endeavours will support relevant professional development activities:
•

Building understanding of plumbers’ CPD needs - This will involve the
development of a better understanding of practitioners’ CPD needs that are
relevant through research, collaboration within the industry and internal views of
inspectors and auditors.

•

Building awareness of what is available - From a practitioner’s point of view, a
system that presents current offerings in categories of relevant interest with
time, place/mode and cost would be useful. An ideal scenario makes this a onestop, single step process: What do you have on this topic, available to me next
week?

•

Building development capacity - An active CPD market offering will involve
encouraging multiple developers of CPD activities. Meeting the practitioners need
for relevant learning activities in a variety of general and specialist needs will
best be served by supporting a marketplace of providers.

The availability of CPD activities will be greatly enhanced by supporting the process of
‘multi-moding’ development activities. Examples of delivery modes are: seminars,
conference presentations, lectures, work-based experiential learning, paper-based
correspondence, e-learning, webinars, self-paced video, trade journal reading,
mentoring etc.
Many learning activities are delivered in one mode or format. And yet, much
development work has gone into the activity – whether it is a presentation at a
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conference, a specialist seminar on a new installation or a unit within a qualification. It
would appear almost wasteful to not capture these events and learning activities into
other modes. This is important to respond to different learning styles and access
challenges for regional or time-constrained plumbers.
Highlighting industry risks in specific plumbing areas helps to make evident how some
learning activities are relevant to practitioners. There are positive messages in
highlighting how CPD activities have helped practitioners to mitigate risk, save money on
costly mistakes and improve their business. This should offer some positive impact on
insurance claims within the industry. If this eventuates, then there is a strong future
case to create a two tiered insurance rate where CPD compliant practitioners receive
lower insurance rates.
The role of inspectors is significant to a successful CPD program. For many practitioners,
this is their main personal contact with the regulator. Inspector feedback into the CPD
programming needs will be invaluable due to their constant interaction across the
industry.
Involving industry stakeholders will be critical to provide informed guidance on CPD
needs, the delivery of CPD activities and the promotion of the reasons for a CPD
program. Although this would appear self evident, it has been noted that other CPD
endeavours have failed for not structuring a forum for stakeholder input.
Comments were divided on the application of CPD recognition that badges a plumber
with some form of special designation or brand. Branding CPD broadly is a long term
endeavour. Analysis of responses suggest that CPD would be more immediately
recognised and taken up if there was CPD recognition for specific areas of industry
driven needs or client interest such as green skills, risk mitigation, design, etc. The CPD
program would underpin the initial basis of such designations and may provide a strong
testing basis for future qualifications and training competency requirements.
Introducing plumbing practitioners to CPD does involve a dramatic shift in training
approach, with much more self-directed learning on a variety of topics for individual
plumbers. In developing a better understanding of lifelong learning, it would be
extremely beneficial to have apprentices introduced to the CPD process during the
apprenticeship
training.
Sensitive
to
the
already
significant number of units and
competencies
within
the
national training package, the
introduction of the CPD process
to apprentices would be best
utilised as an alternative
method to access various
learning materials for current
qualification requirements.
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Mandatory vs. Voluntary Framework
Although there is broad support from plumbers and industry groups for a CPD program,
there is a great deal of division on whether a program should be mandatory or voluntary
in nature. Industry representative groups interviewed were evenly split between
mandatory and voluntary frameworks.
However, those supporting the voluntary
framework tended to have more representation from States that had some previous
experience in trialling a plumbing CPD program. Also, heavily weighted in this group
were government advisory groups and the plumbing union. However, over two-thirds of
all Victorian plumbers prefer a voluntary CPD framework over a mandatory one.
The Case for a Mandatory CPD Framework - The most compelling argument for a
mandatory framework is that without such a requirement many plumbers will not make
the time to do professional development. Many feel that because plumbers are busy they
may not see the need for CPD requiring a ‘push’ into development activities. Most
individuals in this camp see a need to link the CPD program to registration and licensing
renewal within the PIC.
Victorian plumbers feel that the greatest challenge implementing a mandatory CPD
framework will be finding the time for CPD. However, the next two highest challenges
specifically identify plumber resistance – resistance to the idea that it’s mandatory, and
enforcing it. Within Victoria, it is important to note that the MPMSAA and AMCA do not
support a mandatory framework. Also, very influential in the Victorian market is the
union, which feels that a CPD program is a model that is unproven in its outcome and
puts undue hardship on plumbers who have already completed their training.
The Case for a Voluntary CPD Framework - The argument for a voluntary CPD
framework largely suggests that professional development should be beneficial to
plumbers, and it is on this point that it should be ‘sold’ to practitioners. Those in favour
of a voluntary framework feel that even though practitioners ‘who need it most’ may be
disinclined to voluntarily pick up CPD activities, these individuals usually come to notice
under the inspection process.
Some interviewees suggest that professional development is only needed by some
practitioners. Most comments would suggest this is less to do with registration categories
or sectors of the market and more about the level of individual professionalism.
However, a few believe that some sectors of the market experience less regulatory and
technical change that drive some professional development needs.
The Case for Starting with Voluntary with a Future Intent to Go Mandatory - The
argument for a transitionary period of a voluntary CPD framework which moves into a
mandatory framework reflects the challenge of poor uptake within a voluntary
framework.
The consensus view in this group is that practitioners need time to ease
into a CPD program. Many believe that active support will grow amongst practitioners
but it is better to ‘start with the willing’ and encourage people from their present
position.
This case also allows for the program to grow in scale, and provide a measure of
effectiveness that will support a mandatory transition, along with a higher level of
encouragement for plumbers to ‘get on board’. The report recommends this option as
the best framework for the Victorian market.
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Administering Roles
Most industry groups see the Plumbing Industry Commission of Victoria as playing an
important role in administering a Victoria Plumbers’ CPD program. Interviewees feel the
PIC has access to Victorian plumbers, has a broad view of the market and has a level of
independence that other industry groups do not. Although plumbers across Victoria are
very supportive of the PIC’s role in a CPD program (85% support this role), they also
acknowledge that there needs to be collaboration and consultation with plumbing
industry groups. The clear message is, “don’t go it alone” and ensure plumbers are
involved.
The Plumbing Industry Advisory Council has a long history of providing industry advice
to the Plumbing Industry Commission and the Minister for Planning in Victoria. This
Council seems well placed to provide the broad guidance and endorsement for the PIC’s
policy on CPD for Victorian plumbers.
However, there is a
strong need for a more
focused
CPD
Development
Working
Group that will venture
to better understand the
CPD
needs
of
all
practitioners
and
endeavour to provide the
strategies and means to
build
an
ongoing
marketplace of relevant
CPD activities.
The role of the PIC with
regards to the proposed
plumbing CPD program is as an administrator. However, many do look to the PIC as ‘the
expert’ in plumbing regulations and legislative changes. To this end, it would seem
natural that the PIC should provide input into CPD activities regarding the use and
application of plumbing regulations.
It should be noted that the initial plumbing CPD program does need to present as a
‘Plumbers’ CPD program. The critical nature of plumbers’ comments on past PD
activities and the importance of ‘relevancy’ that is a constant theme in this report will
best be served by forming a CPD program that matches the diverse needs of the plumbing
fraternity and can evolve in the first few years to better meet those needs.
This does not however, mean that back-office collaboration on resources and
administration should not be sought. This flexibility is important for the evolution of not
only the program but also with the impending national licensing regime. Although it
would be difficult to guess the eventual impacts on a Victorian CPD program, it should be
noted that many interviews with interstate industry groups and regulators suggest some
possibility of a national CPD program for plumbers.
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Implementation Strategy
Lessons from other States that have tried to implement a plumbers’ CPD program suggest
the need to strongly engage with plumbers and consult widely to build support for any
intended program that is meaningful and practical in achieving the stated goals. The
following strategies are put forward:
•

Sell the reasons for the program before locking down how it will function - If
a CPD program is introduced, the value of such professional development will
need to be made clear to practitioners. As previously highlighted in this report,
plumbers support the idea of CPD, however, the practical reasons and benefits
must be clarified in order to make clear how CPD can improve their ability to
keep up with technology, standards, and regulations and protect the community
health.

•

Sell the message through Plumbers and Industry Groups - The introduction of
the reasons for a plumbing CPD program must involve a multi-stakeholder backed
introduction from the beginning. If the PIC presents this program by itself, some
will perceive it as an imposed situation and look to associations and other
stakeholders to bolster a rejection. Focus groups and discussions with plumbing
practitioners should involve industry groups and importantly, plumbing
practitioners selling the reasons behind a CPD program.

•

Commit to the program but launch a staged approach – There are many
misconceptions regarding CPD and learning approaches. This will require a staged
approach to familiarise practitioners with the broader learning options involved in
a CPD program. This entails allowing the program (whether voluntary or
mandatory) to start small with a clear timeline towards the full program. For
practitioners, this may entail a lower point system to start, with a gradual
increase from year to year.

•

Present as the ‘Industry’ CPD program – A successful CPD program will benefit
all practitioners, plumbing industry groups, and the community at large.
Promoting the program as a ‘whole of industry’ response will encourage
engagement and collaboration within a diverse industry.

In conclusion, this report provides feedback on the views across industry groups and
practitioners that inform the goals, principles and framework for the future development
of a CPD policy within Victoria. Although there are challenges highlighted by Victorian
plumbers and industry advisory groups, there was a surprising level of consensus on many
issues.
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Goals, Principles and Framework:
Goals:

A CPD program should ensure that plumbers keep up to date with changing
technology and regulatory requirements as they naturally evolve in a dynamic industry.
Acknowledging the pace of change and dynamic nature of the plumbing industry, an
effective CPD program should improve the skills, knowledge and standards of the
profession – maintaining the status quo is not sufficient and will not protect the
community health which is an enduring responsibility of plumbers as a licensed trade.

Principle: A Plumbing CPD program should cover all registered and licensed plumbers

who practice in Victoria along with those directly involved in oversighting and teaching
the technical and regulatory aspects of the trade (i.e. inspectors, auditors and plumbing
teachers).

Principle:

General categories for CPD should reflect technical and non-technical
skills to form a balanced approach that meet the individual needs of plumbers and
industry needs as identified by the regulator.

Principle: CPD point requirements for plumbers registered in one category of
plumbing should be less than the requirement for plumbing practitioners with more than
one category of registration. However, the number of points that are required by a
plumber registered in a single category of plumbing should reflect the deeper knowledge
required.
Principle:

A CPD program for plumbers will need a well known simple source of listed
CPD activities that is accessible to all plumbing practitioners to easily locate relevant
activities.

Principle: Critical to the success of a plumbing CPD program will be the development
of sufficiently large array of specific and practical CPD activities to meet the practitioner
demand for relevant activities which are useful to their personal situation. Many
challenges become lessened if the CPD activity is seen as relevant and beneficial to a
plumber’s working environment.
Framework:

A voluntary CPD program should be implemented with a clear intent of
progressing into a mandatory CPD program within the next five years. The ultimate
deciding factor on this transition will be the measured outcomes of the program against
the goals of the CPD program.

Principle:

The PIC has broad industry support to administer the Victorian Plumbing
CPD program. Whilst the policy development and administrative management of the
program will reside with the PIC, the success of the program will require a strong
engagement with the wider plumbing industry.

See Appendix 4 – Recommendations
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Introduction
The plumbing industry across Australia has long considered the possibility of some form
of continuous professional development (CPD) to support plumbers’ in the industry. To
this end, the Plumbing Industry Commission of Victoria has commissioned this research to
explore how a continuous professional development program could be framed for the
Victorian plumbing industry.
This project has as its goal the development of a framework for CPD and a strategic plan
for implementation of CPD within Victoria through a thorough review of CPD programs in
various industries and a strong consultation amongst plumbing stakeholders to ensure the
program is properly guided in its goals and principles. The aim of this project is to
provide the CPD program with goals and principles that are industry informed and
supported. This will then provide a strong basis to develop a detailed policy for a
Victorian plumbers’ CPD program.
This report is the second report on CPD within this project. The preceding report reviews
a number of continuous professional development programs in other industries1. The
purpose of that report was to identify important components, the options available,
current trends and guidance from administrators of the various programs.
The aim of this report is to collect the views from Victorian plumbers along with the
views of industry associations, industry representatives, unions, and plumbing RTOs on
the guiding principles and goals for a possible plumbing CPD program. This report
presents the views of all stakeholders along with recommendations on the goals,
principles, framework and implementation approach for a Victorian CPD program.
The outcomes of this report will provide strong guidance on the development of a
plumbing CPD policy for Victorian plumbers.

1

Report: Professional Development - Industry Perspectives
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Project Methodology
This report has drawn extensively on the views of plumbers and industry groups to
explore the variety of opinions and suggestions for a possible Victorian plumbers’ CPD
program.
Plumbers’ views came from every registration and licensing category within Victoria and
represent views from different population size, age, experience in the trade and their
various working arrangements.
Industry stakeholder views came from plumbing industry associations, plumbing
regulators, unions, plumbing training organisations and industry advisors to the plumbing
industry across Victoria. Additionally, there were a few related stakeholders that were
sought out on specific issues relating to the trade. These included plumbing
manufacturer/supplier, on-line training specialists, plumbing insurance brokers and the
Victorian Building Commission’s Builders CPD program.
Conscious that other States and Territories engage regularly with the PIC, and have had
some experience with CPD programs, all plumbing regulators and associations were
consulted on their views with respect to goals and principles for a plumbers’ CPD
program.
The methodological approach for this project involved a mixed methodology which
included forums, surveys and in-depth interviews.
•

3 forums – in Bendigo, Taralgon and Melbourne

•

1,322 surveys – with Registered and Licensed plumbers across Victoria

•

42 in-depth interviews – with Victorian and interstate stakeholders

The in-depth interviews provided a rich source of views and strong themes across the
industry (See Appendix 1 for a list of interviewees). These themes were analysed with
qualitative analysis software. Where quotes are provided, they are indicative of the
group view highlighted in the report.
The surveys were conducted with plumbers across Victoria. The questions in the survey
were informed by focus groups conducted before the development of the survey. Surveys
were conducted by phone, e-mail and postal and were weighted accordingly. Proportions
presented in the report are accurate to within +/- 3.92%. All trends and differences
noted between groups are the results of statistically valid tests and go beyond the
descriptive. For more information on the statistical approach, see Appendix 2 - Overview
of Statistical Analysis on Survey.
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Industry Drivers for CPD
The Plumbing industry has experienced a great deal of change over the past few decades.
Some of the broader industry changes are not restricted to Victoria alone but have
impacted plumbing across Australia, including:
•

a more regulated industry

•

a faster pace of introducing new products and technology

•

a significant trend to a contractor model of employment

•

specialisation within the trade

•

a trend towards national training and licensing

Despite these broader industry changes, there is still a question as to how much change is
perceived by the plumbing practitioner and industry stakeholders. The following section
delves into stakeholders’ and plumbers’ impression on some of the changing dynamics
within the industry and the implications for professional development.

Has Plumbing Really Changed?
Many of the state regulators, plumbing associations and union believe that several
aspects have changed within the plumbing industry over the past couple of decades.
Most comments reflect a dramatic transformation in the technical side with many new
products and techniques.
For regulators and manufacturers, this has presented
challenges in oversight of competent installation of new products.

Many plumbers are not aware of the new technology trends and their needs.
At times, this confuses customers. These are big issues [Plumbing Regulator]
Professional development is essential now because of the changing technical
side of plumbing [Plumbing Association]
Many of the changes in the technical side of plumbing are driven by changes
in regulation as well as new areas of focus, such as green plumbing and
sustainability [Plumbing Industry Advisor]
...when the government mandated the change that electric hot water services
had to be replaced with solar or gas, that drove a lot of people to learn
about solar. [Plumbing Association]
The changing nature of the plumbing industry is not lost on practitioners. 78% of all
practitioners feel there has been a great deal of change in the industry – and that it will
only get faster in the future (i.e. see choice 4&5 on the graph below). Only 8% of all
Victorian plumbers disagree with this point of view (i.e. see choice 1&2 in the graph
below).
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Chart 3- The changes that happened in the last 20 years have been huge & it's only going to get faster.

Although the vast majority of plumbing practitioners were in agreement on the amount
of change within the industry, it is interesting to note that those with a single category
of registration (i.e. restricted or otherwise) were even more extreme in their view on
change. For instance, 59% of single registered plumber ‘strongly agree’ with the
statement on high industry change, as compared to 42% for those with more than one
registration category.
Also, those who registered as a plumber at an older age tended to perceive greater
changes within the industry than those who registered in their earlier years.
Individual comments from surveyed plumbers confirm the view that there is much change
in materials and techniques and that this can vary between sectors.

It depends upon which section of the trade you are in. Most aspects see
massive change, other areas not so much [Vic Plumber]
Many of the changes have been in equipment, appliances and materials
(particularly the proliferation of pipe materials). As such there is some
training available from manufacturers currently. I would be interested to see
if this continued in a less buoyant market [Vic Plumber]
Technology is changing and plumbing is changing with it [Vic Plumber]
Other key areas of change within the industry that plumbers and stakeholders
commented on included the emergence of green plumbing and sustainable practices.
Although this often overlaps with new technology, this is not always the case.

Changes for solar, rain water, recycled water and hot water services have
had a great impact [Vic Plumber]
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Green plumbing, recycling and all these things ... you need to keep up to
date. [Regulator]
Many plumbing associations and state regulators also highlight the increase in community
expectations and access to information on many of the changing aspects of plumbing.
Various comments were made on the challenges and opportunities this poses to the
industry. Many interviewees noted the opportunity for plumbers to take on an advisory
or consultancy role with customers to provide a more systematic approach to water
conservation and green plumbing in general.

The industry used to be an installer. Now with sustainability, plumbers need
to be more aware of systems in a home or building ... we need plumbers who
can explain and have the skills to advise on particular installations.
[Plumbing Regulator]
Plumbers have a huge opportunity to impact on water usage through their
extensive contact with consumers and their ability to influence consumers.
[Plumbing Regulator]
Just now starting to train a new generation of plumbers so that they
understand the energy efficiency issues and can advise customers ... [Union]
Regulators across the country also were concerned with their legal responsibility to
oversight plumbing work that is experiencing so much change. In particular, regulators
are concerned with having the ability to ensure a ‘competent workforce’ as most are
mandated by legislation to do. Whilst inspections and audits may uncover problems, the
challenge is to provide a solution or tool to skill-up the industry where needed.
Comments suggest that many believe CPD would fill this role.

If we move to a different heating mode, do our people have the capability to
do this work and do the right thing? [Regulator]
As a regulator, [we] could be negligent if they issue a renewed license to
somebody who is incompetent. [Regulator]
...the future of the industry relies on having trained people available to do
the work ... we are in favour of ongoing training [Plumbing Association]
[Continually updating your skills and knowledge] is important because there
is so much specialisation. [Regulator]

Keeping Up to Date
The plumbing fraternity is rightfully proud of its licensed status within the construction
industry. Although this licensed status provides some protection to practitioners from
untrained new entrants, it also confers a responsibility to protect community health and
ensure regulated standards are maintained within a changing industry.
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Plumbers across Victoria are conscious of this responsibility. Over two-thirds of Victorian
plumbers ‘strongly agree’ that plumbers have to keep up to date because of their
licensed trade status.

80%
70%

68%

60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

2%

2%

10%

Strongly
disagree

2

3

18%
4

Strongly agree

Chart 4 - "Because we are a licensed trade, we have to keep up to date with our trade"

However, keeping up to date may take many forms. Of particular interest is whether
plumbing experience is sufficient to maintain adequate knowledge for plumbers.
Experience is certainly important for learning the trade and is an important component
of the apprenticeship scheme.
Hand-skills, the application of theory and the
understanding of regulatory parameters all take experience and time to fully understand.
Victorian plumbers were asked whether experience after their apprenticeship was
sufficient to keep them up to date in the trade. Only 29% of plumbers believed that
experience is sufficient. In fact, just over half felt that experience was not sufficient.

60%
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51%

40%
30%

29%

20%

20%

10%
0%
Disagree

In the middle

Agree

Chart 5 - "Plumbers learn everything they need to know during their apprenticeship and/or licensing units.
The rest is experience"
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There were a few groups that showed significant differences within their view on
experience. They include the following:
•

Surprisingly, older plumbers tended to believe more strongly that experience was
not sufficient.

•

Plumbers who were managers/supervisors tended to believe more strongly than
employees and contractors that experience was not sufficient.

•

Plumbers who worked with other plumbers, apprentices or even non-plumbers at
work believed more strongly that experience was not sufficient. In fact, the
larger the number of these people a plumber worked with, the more extreme was
their view that experience was not sufficient.

Do Plumbers Support a Victorian CPD Program?
Critical to the decision on developing a CPD program for Victorian plumbers is whether
plumbers support such a program and whether they believe it will make a difference.
Plumbers across Victoria were asked, without qualification, whether they ‘support a
professional development program for plumbers in Victoria’. Overwhelmingly, plumbers
in Victoria support the concept of a professional development program. 48% of plumbers
‘strongly support’ the idea of a CPD program, and overall, 74% support it to some degree
(i.e. choices 4 & 5 in graph below). This compares to 13% who oppose the idea (i.e.
choices 1 & 2), with another 13% in the middle.
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7%
2
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3

4

I strongly
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Chart 6 - Rating support for a professional development program

This view is relatively uniform across the trade. There was no significant difference by
age, regionality or between registered and licensed plumbers.
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Although the overall trend was the same, there were some minor but significant
differences in the following:
•

Those with 40+ years of experience were slightly less supportive when compared
to those with fewer years of experience (24% of this group opposes the idea of
CPD for plumbers).

•

When comparing registration categories, the following can be said:


Those licensed as Mechanical Services are more supportive of a CPD
program than those not registered in Mechanical Services.



Those licensed in Water, Gas, Sanitary, Roofing or Drainage, support CPD
as a concept, but less strongly when compared to those who are not
registered in these categories. This seems to imply the general plumbers
may be slightly less supportive.



Those licensed in a single category support the concept of CPD more
strongly (i.e. 63% support vs. 45% for more than one category). This seems
to imply that those who specialise or have a restricted license are more
supportive of CPD.

•

Employees are more strongly supportive (61%) when compared to Managers (46%)
or Contractors (40%).

•

Plumbers who work with other plumbers, plumbing apprentices and even nonplumbers regularly are more supportive of CPD.

Although all groups and categories of plumbers support the concept of a CPD program,
many plumbers qualified their answer with concerns on the structure of the program,
whether it was mandatory and the cost of activities.

As long as the State Government doesn’t blow out the cost to plumbers like
the cost of insurance and registration [Vic Plumber]
... depending on how they go about it...years ago they were talking about
it...so many hours to regain rego...could be hard ... older plumbers aren't
interested and some others specialists wouldn't want to do them [Vic
Plumber]
... if run properly
Plumber]

and not as a trade breakfast at store type issue [Vic

However, there were also many comments that suggest that the idea of a CPD program is
timely and needed.

... so much unlicensed work out there ... yes support PD if done the right way
[Vic Plumber]
About bloody time more was offered to the plumbing trade workers [Vic
Plumber]
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Good to be given the opportunity to have input into what types of
professional development there could be made available [Vic Plumber]
I have supported and promoted this idea for 20 years [Vic Plumber]
I would be very interested in contributing towards getting a program off the
ground [Vic Plumber]
If a professional development program was available and I would benefit
from it, I would support this because I am passionate about my work and I do
care about the plumbing industry [Vic Plumber]
Most white collar professions have some professional development program.
Why not for plumbers? As a younger man I really needed to know how to run
a business. Now [that] I know I don't need as much training, but I enjoy
passing knowledge onto younger plumbers [Vic Plumber]

Will CPD Make a Difference?
Although Victorian plumbers are very supportive of a CPD program in Victoria, the
underlying concern is whether such a program is perceived as a motherhood statement simply ‘nice to have’ ... ‘doing the right thing’. More important to understanding the
level of support for a CPD program is whether plumbers perceive such a program will
have any impact on plumbers in Victoria?
From discussions with plumbers in focus groups around Victoria, and surveys across the
trade, Victorian plumbers identified a number of very relevant and personal impacts that
a CPD program might have on their trade.

Protecting the health of the community
Roughly, 93% of plumbers in Victoria believe that a CPD program would have some impact
on ‘protecting the health of the community’. On the extreme ends, 23% believe that it
will have a ‘major impact’ and only 7% believe that a CPD program will have ‘no impact’
in this area.
Plumbers who do not
work
with
other
plumbers,
believe
more strongly that CPD
will have an impact on
protecting the health
of the community.
Not surprisingly then,
licensed plumbers also
believe that there will
be a larger impact
when compared to
registered plumbers.
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Chart 7 - Impact of a professional development program on ....

Reputation of the Plumbing Industry
Conversations with plumbers in Victoria also highlight the concern that the broader
community does not fully understand the diversity of plumbing skills nor appreciate the
importance of the trade’s role in community health. To this end, there is much concern
about the reputation of the plumbing industry – both within the trade and for the broader
community.
The majority of plumbers across Victoria feel that professional development would have
an impact on the reputation of the plumbing industry, with only 9% believing CPD would
have ‘no impact’.
There is nothing more embarrassing than a client or builder who has
researched a product and asked me about it and my thoughts, when I haven’t
even heard of it. Makes us plumbers look bad, and yet we still don’t have the
time to do the research and go looking for new products and innovations that
are changing constantly. Plumbers need to be one step ahead. [Vic plumber]
There were a number of groups that differed slightly in their view of impact on the
reputation of the industry, including:
•

Registered plumbers viewed CPD as having an even larger impact than licensed
plumbers

•

Plumbers aged 31-40 perceived a larger impact than their younger and older
cohort

•

Plumbers registered/licensed in a single category felt CPD would have a larger
impact when compared to plumbers with multiple categories

•

Plumbers who worked with more plumbers, apprentices and even non-plumbers
viewed CPD as having a larger impact on the reputation of the industry
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The Ability of Plumbers to Move into Different Areas of Plumbing
In looking at the more personal impact of CPD activities, plumbers perceive there will be
an impact on the ability of plumbers to move into different areas of the marketplace.
This is an important aspect in managing workforce development. If plumbers are
correct, CPD will improve flexibility for the trade to adjust to market changes and swings
in the economy.
Although we recognise the specialisation within the trade, there are many plumbers with
multiple registration categories that describe a need for support when they consider a
move within the industry to a category they are less familiar with. Some practitioners
allude to the belief that a plumber can get ‘locked’ into a particular area of work very
early in their career. Whilst this may suit some, it creates a barrier for the industry to
allow cross-over within the trade.

This would be great for people like myself that want to learn more and are
interested in different fields of Plumbing, however some people just don't
want to further themselves [VIC Plumber]
I don't think that many plumbers would want to move into different areas of
plumbing, unless it’s very early in their careers, like just out of their time
[VIC Plumber]
Most Plumbers remain in their field of expertise and do not cover or work in
other fields of Plumbing [VIC Plumber]
Those groups of plumbers who perceived a larger impact on workforce mobility from CPD
included:
•

Registered plumbers believe that CPD will improve workforce mobility more than
licensed plumbers

•

Younger plumbers perceive a larger impact. That is to say, that the older a
plumber was, the less inclined they felt CPD would make an impact on a
plumber’s ability to move into different areas of plumbing

•

Plumbers who worked with plumbing apprentices believe that CPD would have a
bigger impact on workforce mobility
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Chart 8 - Impact of a professional development program on ....

Impact on My Career
Relating CPD to the individual practitioner, most Victorian plumbers feel that a CPD
program will have some impact on their career. However, it is notable that over a
quarter believe that CPD will have no impact or very little impact (i.e. choices 1 & 2 in
the chart above).
There were a number of notable and significant differences amongst different attributes.
•

Younger plumbers believe in a much bigger impact on their career. Not
surprisingly, older plumbers felt less likely to feel any impact. In fact, over 1/3
of plumbers over the age of 45 believe CPD will have ‘no impact’ on their career.

•

From a regional perspective, city plumbers believe that CPD will have more
impact on their career as compared to less populated regions.

•

Plumbers who work with other plumbers, plumbing apprentices, and even nonplumbers perceive a higher impact on their career.
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Goals of a Plumbing CPD Program
The goals of a CPD program are critical to the development, management and review of
the program in order to ensure that significant outcomes are achieved. Importantly, the
stated goals of any program must also feed into some, if not all of the key measures for
success. Although the take-up and growth of a CPD program generally is a useful
indicator of interest, it is more important that the program achieves its stated goals.
If a CPD program is developed for the Victorian Plumbing market, there must be a clear
statement of what it hopes to achieve. In essence, why should we have a CPD program?
The following themes come from interviews with regulators and plumbing associations
from each State, along with views from union representatives, RTO managers and
Victorian stakeholders on the Plumbing Industry Advisory Board.

Keeping up with Changing Technology
Plumbing associations across the country almost unanimously highlighted the challenge
and need to support plumbers in keeping up with technology changes within the industry.
This includes new products as well as new techniques. The increasing pace of change
described by plumbers earlier in this report is reflected by comments from industry
representatives that describe the variety of new systems coming into the trade along
with new practices for both installation and maintenance work.

Focus on areas that keep changing like technology... [Plumbing Association]
Keep up with new products and techniques [Plumbing Association]
There is a need to keep up to date with technology and what the industry is
doing [Plumbing Regulator]
Regulators in various States reflect these same concerns, with further reflection on the
need to increase awareness on sustainable and environmental practices. Many plumbing
regulators and stakeholders describe the need to ensure that plumbers are made aware
of new trends and future plumbing practices as they evolve.

Plumbers need to be aware of the sustainability and environmental
advancements [Plumbing Industry Advisor]
A program should be about preparing a future plumbing world [Plumbing
Association]
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Regulatory Changes
Whilst it may be somewhat unsurprising that regulators around Australia suggest that a
key goal of any CPD program should involve informing practitioners on regulatory
changes, plumbing associations also highlight this area. Both stakeholders tend to agree
that practitioners need to be kept up to date on new regulations and fully understand the
legislations they must operate within.
This particular topic takes on urgency within the trade with the impending changes and
even uncertainty still surrounding the national licensing scheme. Plumbing association
representatives, as well as regulators are concerned for plumbers to be aware of any
licensing changes that may impact their categories of work and their oversight of
apprentices.

It should update the participant in regulatory change. This should be the
primary goal [Plumbing Association]
Ensuring the industry knows the legislation under which it operates [Plumbing
Regulator]

Improving Standards and Professionalism
Most plumbing associations, regulators and RTOs noted the importance of skills,
standards and the level of professionalism in the trade.
Whilst some interviewees mentioned the importance of maintaining current skills and
knowledge within the trade, the majority pointed out their strong view that simply
maintaining skills was not sufficient. These comments centred on improving standards,
skills and professionalism within the trade. Interviewees often discussed their view that
past training and experience is not always adequate for current and future changes in the
industry. Many stated the need to provide support to ensure that plumbers were
informed and updated as standards change.
Comments on professionalism also appeared in comments from stakeholders when they
discussed standards within the industry. Many believed that support for improving
professionalism within the trade would help maintain workforce numbers, better attract
new entrants to apprenticeships and provide opportunities to expand plumbing
consultancy work into the sustainability areas.

Trying to improve standards, skills and overall professionalism [Plumbing
Association]
To ensure that as the trade progresses, they progress with it. [Plumbing
Regulator]
Professionalising the industry, so that the guys out there are switched on...
[Plumbing Regulator]
Maintaining their skills; not just their practice [Plumbing Regulator]
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Protecting the Community
The plumbing practitioner often highlights the important role their trade has in
protecting the health of the community. This theme was present across the trade and
highlights the value the trade placed on the capabilities needed in protecting the public
health.

Update in different plumbing practices that affect the overall protection of
public health [Plumbing Association]
Trying to achieve quality assurance for the customer [Plumbing Association]
You need to show how you maintain competency and protect health
[Plumbing Association]
Improve the knowledge and ability for the health and saftety of the
community [Plumbing Regulator]
Notions of protecting community health also included aspects of quality assurance and
community protection from poor workmanship. Plumber practitioners across Victoria are
equally concerned with the quality of workmanship – 37% of plumbers believe that the
quality of workmanship is deteriorating in the industry. In fact, plumbers under the age
of 30 are more likely to hold this view than older plumbers. However, this is not solely
an indictment against the plumbing trade. 60% of plumbers feel that most of the poor
workmanship in plumbing is done by non-plumbers. Comments would suggest that this is
in the area of ‘home-jobs’ and the public access to plumbing materials.
A key measure of quality problems within the industry are insurance claims. Currently
the Plumbing Industry Commission of Victoria is made aware of the number of insurance
claims every month from all insurance companies that carry plumbing coverage. The
names of practitioners are not disclosed, but the gross numbers provide a strong basis of
measuring shifts in quality assurance over time.

Goals:

A CPD program should ensure that plumbers keep up to date with changing
technology and regulatory requirements as they naturally evolve in a dynamic
industry.
Acknowledging the pace of change and dynamic nature of the plumbing industry, an
effective CPD program should improve the skills, knowledge and standards of the
profession – maintaining the status quo is not sufficient and will not protect the
community health which is an enduring responsibility of plumbers as a licensed trade.
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Recommendations:

Key measures on the effectiveness of a plumbing CPD
program should focus on the goals of the program. Suggested key performance
indicators should include:
•

•

•

•

Keeping up with Changing Technology


Insurance claims



Inspection pass/failure rate & feedback from inspectors



Customer feedback &/or complaints



Take-up in CPD activities in areas of new technology

Keeping up with Regulatory Changes


Insurance claims



Inspection pass/failure rate & feedback from inspectors



Take-up in CPD activities in regulation

Improving Standards and Professionalism


Insurance claims



Inspection pass/failure rate & feedback from inspectors



Customer feedback &/or complaints

Protecting the Health
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Insurance claims on health related plumbing issues



Customer feedback &/or complaints
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Who Should it Cover?
The views from plumbing associations, regulators, RTOs, Water Boards were very
consistent in their opinion that all plumbing categories should be included in a CPD
program if one was initiated.
For many, it was difficult to distinguish which groups should be left out of a CPD program
if the goals were to protect community health and respond to technology and regulatory
changes. Most were emphatic that a CPD program should cover the whole industry, with
a few suggesting plumbing teachers and plumbing inspectors should be included as well.

Anyone who holds a license needs it … for registered plumbers as well
[Plumbing Association]
All face the same problem of new technologies and new materials [Plumbing
Association]
… across the board … Walk out into the trade after five years and what you
learnt in the first year is almost redundant [Plumbing Regulator]
Across the board for the whole industry. Not just for plumbers; teachers,
inspectors, etc all need it. [RTO Representative]
Plumbers in forums and surveys also largely supported this view, with few putting
arguments forward why one sector should not be involved in a CPD program. However, it
is important to note that many had an opinion about the structure of the program. For
example, many were vocal on whether a program should be mandatory or voluntary, how
many points should be required in different registration situations, whether older
plumbers would support a CPD program, etc. These issues speak to the structure of the
program and the barriers to be overcome. It is not our intention to sidestep these issues.
These issues will be explored in later sections of this report.
A number of interviewees felt that a CPD program would provide a positive response to
inspection, audits and investigative failures within the market.

It would be helpful in certain areas that our audit information highlight
where plumbers fall down time and again [Plumbing Regulator]
There will be areas where the PIC will want to see improvements as a result
of failures with regard to investigations [Plumbing Association]

Principle:

A Plumbing CPD program should cover all registered and licensed
plumbers who practice in Victoria along with those directly involved in oversighting
and teaching the technical and regulatory aspects of the trade (i.e. inspectors,
auditors and plumbing teachers).
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Subject Matter
Most industry participants agree on the importance of letting practitioners choose their
own CPD activities. The greatest fear amongst Victorian plumbers is being forced to do
some form of CPD activity in an area that is meaningless to them and not applicable to
their work. However, plumbers and industry groups highlighted the need to direct some
learning activities to ensure the industry has broad capabilities and is able to respond to
changes within the industry.

Breadth of
Knowledge

Unknown Learning
Needs
Depth of
Knowledge

The intent in this section of the report is to highlight the broad categories that will
provide a structure for any future plumbing CPD program. This has become the norm in
CPD programs in other industries in order to provide balance and direction for the
program. While some CPD programs structure their programs on process categories (e.g.
audited vs. non-audited, formal vs. informal, etc.), others focus more on the
practitioners’ perspective or industry sectors. The following suggestions come from the
comments made by practitioners in forum groups, industry representative interviews and
survey results.
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Technical Skills
Most Victorian plumbers were very comfortable in discussing professional development
needs in technical areas. Many acknowledge the pace of change within the industry and
their need to keep up with changing technology.
Several plumbing associations and regulators highlight the critical point of keeping up
with technical skills and new products. Many firmly believe this is the most critical area
for a CPD program to focus.

Really, it’s all about performance. The better the performance of the
product and installation, the better for [all] ... if CPD doesn’t drive that,
what’s the point? [Plumbing Regulator]
New products, particularly related to sustainability. If a customer asks
which grey water system they should fit, and the plumber doesn’t know, it
makes the entire industry look silly [Plumbing Association]
Manufacturers play an important role in technical skills, especially where it relates to
new products, methods and maintenance changes. However, keeping the whole industry
updated on the increasing pace of new technology is challenging for manufacturers and
many reflect that they are ill-equipped to handle the complete training needs on what is
a customer driven demand for new products. Interviews suggest that there needs to be
more communication with manufacturers to better understand the challenges and market
failings on changing products and the technical skills required.

The problem with CPD is that the flow of information is usually only one way.
The regulator needs to be more in line in getting information from
manufacturers about problems they have become aware of in the use of their
products, and CPD should be provided for this. Feedback should also go back
to manufacturers about problems with the product, which they can then fix
[Plumbing Association]
Should have a process to get feedback from the manufacturers about what
problems they are hearing about on site, and run training to show people how
to use the product properly [RTO]
With respect to finding professional development in technical aspects of the trade, 41%
of plumbers in Victoria currently find it difficult to locate learning opportunities.
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Chart 9 - Finding PD in technical aspects of plumbing

The biggest challenge in finding professional development in technical areas for plumbers
across Victoria is ‘Finding Information’ (i.e. 37% of all Victorian Plumbers). This was
more challenging than finding time, access or cost.

... just finding what’s out there [VIC Plumber]
Need a dedicated websites to make access easy for everyone, so all you need
is in the one place to look [VIC Plumber]
It's all word of mouth [VIC Plumber]
Finding right person to talk to... get correct info [VIC Plumber]
Wouldn't know how to go about it... where to get it... l don't know really
[VIC Plumber]
Once you leave trade school, the supply of information stops. Changes to the
regulations, new products,
you never hear about unless
you see it by chance at a
plumbing supplies store. If
you work for a small
37%
company which is only
Finding Information
interested in making money,
you never receive extra
Time
35%
training,
information
or
personal development and
Local Access
11%
keep using the skills and
information you learnt back
Individual Responsibility
7%
at
trade
school
[VIC
Plumber]

Challenges in Finding
Technical PD

There
are
no
courses
available. It looks like these
course are available and they
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are there part of CPC08, but no RTO is running anything but the bare
minimum. These courses are no longer available because of a lack of interest
and also a lack of any industry recognition or pathways for achievement.
[VIC Plumber]
The following groups of plumbers found it especially difficult to find professional
development in technical areas:
•

Plumbers who registered at a mature age (i.e. greater than 30 yrs old) found it
more difficult to find professional development (PD) in technical areas (59% vs.
26%)

•

Plumbers with less than 10 years experience also found it more difficult (59%)
than plumbers with greater experience (37%)

•

Contractors (48%) and employees (41%) find it much more difficult than plumber
managers/supervisors (28%) to find PD in technical areas

Non-Technical Skills
Plumbing associations and regulators highlight the importance of non-technical skills
within the trade and strongly support the inclusion of this category. Most present the
need for business skills and ability to professionally manage interactions with their
clients – commercial and residential. This reflects the trend in contracting throughout
the industry. Comments also reflect the demands of a consumer with greater access to
information and questions regarding conservation, sustainability and new products.

Non-technical skills are needed for customer service for contractors ... and
their own business skills – business records, rebate schemes, discount
processes, receipt processes ... [Plumbing Association]
We advocate non-technical skills such as business skills. It improves service
to the community [Plumbing Association]
Today’s consumer is much more sophisticated and expects plumbers to have
knowledge. Also expect things like professionally written quotes done on the
computer [Plumbing Regulator]
Plumbers are very conscious of the importance of strong skills in non technical areas such
as business management, quoting, running a team, dealing with customers, etc. Roughly
two-thirds of all Victorian plumbers feel these skills are ‘very important’ and only 2% feel
they are ‘not important at all’.
I personally need help in those areas [Vic Plumber]
I wish when I started I had more business nous. I have learnt the hard way
and am at times still learning [Vic Plumber]
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Plumbing skills are only one area of expertise in the big picture [Vic
Plumber]
These skill were not taught when I was at trade school and bosses don’t pass
this information on to 'workers' as they just want the job done [Plumber]
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67%

60%
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at all
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Chart 10 - Importance of non-technical skills

Although plumbers recognise non-technical skills as important, 37% find it difficult to
locate appropriate non-technical development opportunities. Most comments suggest
that time, cost and distance play more of a challenge in non-technical aspects than
finding information (as is the case with technical PD activities). Other comments reflect
that plumbers prefer to learn from other practitioners and have negative connotations of
‘redoing a TAFE course’. It would appear that plumbers would like to see non-technical
PD that is designed for and attended by only plumbers.
40%
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Easy

Chart 11 - Finding PD in non-technical aspects of plumbing
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Some groups of plumbers find it more difficult than others in locating non-technical
professional development activities. They include:
•

Older plumbers find it much more difficult to find non-technical development
activities that suit their needs. This is most notable for plumbers over 40 years of
age.

•

Plumbers registered in Water, Roofing or Drainage tend to have less difficulty in
finding non-technical CPD. Those registered in Fire Services found it more
difficult, when compared to those not registered in Fire Services.

•

Plumbers who do not work with other plumbers or apprentices found it more
difficult to locate non-technical CPD.

CPD for My Needs
Plumbers are very worried that a CPD program may try to push them into learning
activities that don’t interest them or are not suitable for their area of work. Although
apprenticeship training and other qualifications must cover broad areas to ensure
practitioners attain the underpinning knowledge and skills, much of CPD is driven by
personal development and is therefore motivated by intrinsic values – what the individual
practitioner hopes to achieve. Although there are professional development needs that a
practitioner may not be aware of, the success or failure of a CPD program will be judged
on practitioners finding professional
development (PD) that relates to their
interest and needs.
The great fear of Victorian plumbers is
being forced to take on CPD that has no
value to them.
It depends on what sort of
plumbing you are doing. Should a
dedicated roofer be forced to
attend a mechanical services
training session? [VIC Plumber]
Not all areas of... development
will be suitable or applicable to
all plumbers, depending on the
areas of the trade they are
involved in [VIC Plumber]
There will be resistance from
plumbers who do not need to be
educated in what’s on offer [VIC
Plumber]
Industry representatives and regulators are
clearly in tune with this sentiment. They
acknowledge the clear need to meet
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individual and specialist needs across a diverse trade.

Has to be relevant to their licences [Plumbing Association]
No good making some subjects mandatory if they are not relevant to some
practitioners [Plumbing Association]
Need to make sure that PD activities are targeted to individual specialist
areas [RTO]
System needs to be flexible enough to meet individual needs [RTO]
Have to be relevant in the areas they are working in [Plumbing Association]
Couldn’t mandate attendance at product sessions as not relevant to everyone
[Plumbing Industry Advisor]
Although comments from plumbers and industry representatives acknowledge the deeper
learning needs for specialists in certain categories, most feel that the challenge is to
provide an adequate range of CPD activities that meet the specialists’ needs as well as
the general plumbers’ needs. The overall sentiment is about adequate choice for
appropriate and relevant learning. Although a specialist may have to learn more deeply
in a particular area, the general view was they should not have a higher CPD
requirement. Although there were some contrary views on this point, they were in the
minority.

I think that parts of the industry might be more advanced than other ...
especially those that are highly complex, so they probably will need to do
more PD [Plumbing Regulator]

Important Regulatory Changes
Despite the overwhelming support for targeting individual needs, industry
representatives and regulators resoundingly support the need for CPD to improve
regulatory understanding. Many feel plumbing practitioners are struggling to keep
abreast of amendments, regulatory changes and scope of practice. With the heightened
pace of change and the impending national licensing scheme, many feel this issue will
only become more acute.
Government licensing changes impact the work of plumbers, and many do not
acknowledge that reality. That’s where the big problem is. And it’s right
across the board [Plumbing Association]
[Plumbers] don’t appear to appreciate the importance of national licensing.
They need to know the required qualifications for the future setting
[Plumbing Association]
There has to be some things for some groups that are mandatory. Whether it
is annually or not ... for example a refresh on regulations and what’s in the
new regulations. I know this will not be a popular view [Plumbing Regulator]
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Regulators suggest that some areas have higher failure rates that underline the lack of
understanding.

Some technical issues come up time and time again. Such as hot water – it
was problematic initially ... needed to send out more information [Plumbing
Regulator]
In the past, we have made certain subjects mandatory [for our Builders CPD
program] when there are problems [Building & Plumbing Regulator]
Should have particular criteria each year [Plumbing Association]
Many of the plumbing associations and regulators alike feel that CPD on regulations
should be mandatory. This appears to highlight the ongoing challenge of getting the
information out to practitioners as well as the growing number of changes to standards
and regulatory landscape.

Any new amendments which will affect that practitioner, should be
mandatory to attend within the year it was introduced. This should form a
component of points [Plumbing Regulator]
Should have a compulsory session on new legislation ... [and] new regulations
[Plumbing Association]
May need to regulate PD regarding changes to regulation, for example, the
changes to the installation of electric hot water services ... there has been a
very big take-up of plumbers to learn to install gas/solar [Plumbing
Association]
Probably a good idea to have changes to regulations mandatory, but there
are ways around it though. If the key messages are right ... the plumbers will
get the message... [Plumbing Regulator]
Noting that there are a variety of regulations that pertain to only particular registration
categories, some interviewed stakeholders point out that a CPD program should not
divide or fragment the trade. The warning here, is not to focus solely on one registration
category for fear of losing practitioners.

... have high failure rates with regard to new technology, like recycled grey
water. Need to think about it from a risk point of view, [such as areas] to do
with gas ... need to careful however not to steer PD down a particular type
of plumbing only [Plumbing Regulator]
If the changes only relate to a specialist area, the system needs to be
flexible enough to cater for that. However, need to be careful not to
fragment the industry too much [Plumbing Regulator]
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Principle:

General categories for CPD should reflect technical and non-technical
skills to form a balanced approach that meet the individual needs of plumbers and
industry needs as identified by the regulator.

Recommendations:
•

The CPD program should present itself from the perspective of the plumbing
practitioner in:
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developing CPD activities that meet their needs



communicating the CPD process



and the impact CPD activities will have on their development
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Point System
CPD programs across various industries tend to use a relatively standardised point system
that equates roughly one hour of learning activity to one point. Although there have
been past examples of CPD programs that have tried to deem a set number of points for
different types of activities, these have fallen out of favour. The general trend has been
to use hourly points with some direction on subject matter categories.
In discussions with plumbers, and industry stakeholders, there was little to suggest that
hourly points would not be appropriate for a plumbing CPD program. Therefore, it is
taken as a matter of course that the foregoing discussion on points could just as easily be
on ‘hours’.
However, in considering a point system for the plumbing industry, there are a variety of
registration and licensing categories – including restricted licenses. The overarching
categories in Victoria are:
•

Water Supply

•

Gasfitting Services

•

Roofing (Stormwater)

•

Sanitary

•

Drainage

•

Mechanical Services

•

Irrigation (non-agricultural)

•

Fire Protection

Although there are plumbers who specialise in one category, many plumbers hold a
varying number of these registration or license categories - the hallmark of the general
plumber. This distinguishes a plumbing CPD program from many other industries and
trades. Many of the CPD programs in other industries:
•

do not have multiple specialist categories that are separately licensed (e.g.
Accounting, Nursing)

•

those industries that do have different categories tend to have members that
practice in only one area (e.g. Engineering, Builders)

Therefore, this section reviews the structural needs of a plumbing industry CPD point
system that maintains integrity while acknowledging the makeup of its practitioners.
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Single vs. Multiple Registration/Licensing Categories
Victorian plumbers may be registered or licensed in a number of categories. The general
makeup of practitioner registration or licensing from the survey is highlighted in the
graph below.
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Chart 12 - Registered or licensed categories of plumbers

Although the general plumber is a well recognised fixture in the market, there are also a
number of plumbing trades that are specialised in their field and have tended to hold
fewer registration/licensing categories than a general plumber.
However, it would appear that there are two distinctive groups when reviewing the
number of registration/licensing categories held by plumbers. For simplicity, we will
refer to simply registration numbers, but also acknowledge that this includes licensing as
well. The issue explored here is not the level of practitioner, but rather the number of
categories they can work within. As revealed in the graph below, most plumbers tend to
group in the category of ‘single registered’ plumbers or four or more registered
categories – we will call this ‘multiple registered’ plumbers.
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Chart 13 - Number of registered/licensed categories

No. of respondents

The vast majority of ‘single registered’ plumbers tend to be registered in the Mechanical
Services category. This category includes traditional air-conditioning and mechanical
services plumbers. However, more recently this category has also included refrigeration
mechanics. This group makes up a substantial number of the ‘single registered’
plumbers.
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Chart 14 – Plumbers with single registration/licence categories

Although there was a strong consensus that a plumbing CPD program should include all
plumbing practitioners in all registration categories, there were varying views when it
came to the point requirements.
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A number of industry representatives had a preference for equal point requirements
regardless of the number of registration categories held. For some this was a matter of
simplicity and the fear of making a CPD program convoluted. This matches trends in CPD
programs from other industries as they move to simpler and more streamlined programs.

Hours might look the same ... but in terms of targets around type of PD
content, no they would be different [Plumbing Regulator]
You should have to do the same number of points regardless of how many
licenses you have [RTO]
They should have the same number of points regardless of how many
licences. It could become too onerous if someone had to do triple the number
of points because of their licences – too onerous [Plumbing Association]
A variety of interviewees believe that ‘single registered’ plumbers still had a
responsibility to maintain their knowledge within their specialist area and ensure they
kept up with changing regulations and standards. Additionally, the general belief across
surveyed plumbers and industry representatives is that a specialist has a greater need for
deeper information in their area.

They can’t abrogate their responsibility to do a smaller number of points
[Plumbing Association]
It’s how you structure it. The points can be the same. But it may be made
more challenging for the specialist to get points than the more generalist.
Can’t have a system where one person has to get 20 points and someone else
has to get 80 points. [Plumbing Regulator]
I would expect someone with a single licence to have a much deeper
knowledge in their areas than someone with several licences. If PD is tied to
licence, then I wouldn’t expect the generalist to do as much PD in the one
area [Plumbing Regulator]
Depth of specialist training for niche operators should be more intense than
more general PD for those with multiple licenses [Plumbing Regulator]
However, contrary views held that point requirements should relate to the number of
registration categories. Although some highlighted the need for deep and meaningful
professional development in each category, many others were more concerned with the
onerous demands on those in specialised areas.

Should be license related. If you say a gas fitter needs 10 points, then should
a plumber/gasfitter/drainer only do 1/3 of their points in gasfitting? That’s
not enough [Plumbing Regulator]
Shouldn’t have to get the same number of points. Should relate to number of
licenses [Plumbing Association]
Could be tied to the number of license areas [Plumbing Association]
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Should be tied to the licenses themselves [Plumbing Industry Advisor]
Need to be license dependent. You can’t expect them to have to get the
same number of points [Plumbing Regulator]
Should be tied to licence [Union]
While specialists do need a deeper understanding of their registration areas, the issue on
point requirements needs to deal with scope of activity in the plumbing trade. It would
appear that many ‘single registration’ plumbers are in the area of restricted licenses or
specialist areas that sometimes overlap with other trades (e.g. electricians). Although
‘single registration’ plumbers may need a deeper understanding of their plumbing
speciality, their scope of plumbing professional development will likely be less than a
plumber with multiple registrations.

Shouldn’t have to maintain the same number of points for a single licence as for
multiple licences. CPD points should relate to the licence area [RTO]
Can’t expect someone with five licences to do that many more points, but they
will need to do more PD than someone with a single license [Plumbing
Association]

The CPD point system should be simple and straight forward. Additionally, it should not
be too onerous on any one group, nor should it encourage any group to reduce the
number of registration categories. Therefore, in balancing these issues, the following is
suggested:
•

points per individual registration category would be too onerous on multiple
registered plumbers and generally encourage the reduction in number of
registration categories

•

however, there is a case for differentiating the number of points for single
registered plumbers from plumbers with more than one licence.

•

single registered plumbers should have CPD requirements that reflect their
deeper knowledge in the area they practice while respecting the scope of their
plumbing activity.

Principle:

CPD point requirements for plumbers registered in one category of
plumbing should be less than the requirement for plumbing practitioners with more
than one category of registration. However, the number of points that are required
by a plumber registered in a single category of plumbing should reflect the deeper
knowledge required.
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Cross-over with other Trades
It would appear that other trades have and are considering moves into CPD programming.
This is certainly the case for builders, with Victoria proudly represented with a robust
voluntary CPD program. Hydraulic Designers also have a CPD program that provides
recognition within their association.
Any future plumbing CPD program will need to consider the functionality of allowing
points for the following situations:
•

Plumbers to engage with CPD activities from other programs to attain points if
appropriate to their learning needs and allowable subject matter

•

Plumbers and non-plumbers to access plumbing CPD activities that may be
required by CPD programs in other sectors

•

Where plumbers may have CPD requirements for other sectors or professions, it
will be necessary to ensure that duplication of activities are not required and that
points can easily translate between programs where appropriate

These situations will be greatly enhanced by ensuring that the plumbing CPD program
maintains a common point structure with other CPD programs. Although the subject
categories will differ, it would be wise to structure points on hours and to disallow
activities that are disallowed by other programs unless it is deemed that these activities
are particularly meaningful for the plumbing industry.
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Excluded Items
Most plumbers and industry representatives were quite strong in their sentiment that any
CPD program points should be relevant and effective in professional development. The
overriding concern was not to include meaningless point activities. Although plumbers
are concerned about making the time to commit to a CPD program, they are even more
concerned in being made to attend activities that do not actually provide real
development value.

Need to ensure that it doesn’t include ridiculous items. Previous [State]
system included just subscribing to a trade magazine [Plumbing Association]
Shouldn’t be allowed to run a quickie course on climbing a ladder which is
worth two points – it devalues the program [Plumbing Association]
It comes down to the PIC determining how real they want their CPD program
to be. Will they allow the beer and sausage sizzle to be recognised?
[Plumbing Association]
Make them pass tests ... rather than bludging their way through sitting in a
room for half an hour and getting points [Plumbing Industry Advisor]
Although the program will need to market the broader concept of CPD that can be
attained outside a traditional classroom setting, it would be wrong to simply make it
‘easy’ to attain hollow or meaningless points.
Comments from plumbers and trends in CPD programming suggest that ‘passive points’
should not be included. Passive points are typically points that are allowed for
membership, buying trade journals and activities that do not ensure learning or
necessarily ensure active involvement in the learning process.

Recommendations:
•

Engage with related trade CPD programs and development activities to
ensure a common point system and where possible, an easier recognition of
CPD activities across programs.
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Challenges for Plumbers in Taking Up CPD Activities
Only fifty percent of Victorian plumbers feel that there are sufficient professional
development activities available currently. The other half are either unsure what is
available or feel there is not enough.
If a CPD program was introduced to Victorian plumbers, there are a number of perceived
challenges that must be acknowledged in order to gain support from practitioners and
industry representatives.

90%

Finding the time

65%

Cost

48%

I don't know what is available

22%

Previous activities I have attended have been…

20%

How will this help me at work?

18%

My work is so specialised, it's hard to find…
I never did like school
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Chart 15 - Top challenges in taking up professional development activities

Finding Time
The challenge of finding time for CPD activities weighs heavily on the minds of plumbers,
with 90% of Victorian plumbers listing this as a major concern. Many highlight how busy
they are and the difficulty in finding time during business hours or outside business hours.
Plumbers with families also imply the work-life balance challenges they face with a
young family and are concerned with taking away family time.

Plumbers are in short supply... times that suit plumbers would be the main
problem, maybe live web classes could be a option [VIC plumber]
A lot of us will be very busy and have wives and children to attend to in our
spare time, rather than go to night school in the spare time we get [VIC
Plumber]
... running the training at suitable times so minimal impact on work hours
[VIC Plumber]
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To get Plumbers to attend outside of working Hours. [VIC Plumber]
Finding the time to attend. Although it will be difficult to administer, after
hours or weekends would give more plumbers the opportunity to attend [VIC
Plumber]
Although ‘tradespeople are time poor’, some comments suggest that not making time for
professional development has to do with the low value plumbers place on professional
development, or the availability of relevant activities. Some suggest that if the activity
is relevant and useful to their practice, then they will make time.

... being able to find the time to do it & also convincing plumbers the benefits
of the program, and what impact it will have on their life/trade [VIC
Plumber]
Many say they are too busy, which means that they don’t think it’s important
[Industry Advisor]
Plumbers are critical of previous learning activities that have not met their expectations.
In fact, one in five plumbers believe that their previous experience with learning
activities that did not meet their expectations prevents them from taking up new CPD
activities.

A lot of bells and whistles but not much substance [VIC Plumber]
[Need to ensure] ... that training will be worthwhile for the investment [VIC
Plumber]

Cost of Activities
Cost of CPD activities rated as the second highest concern amongst Victorian plumbers.
Most of the comments put forward related to employers’ concerns on footing the cost of
employees and their lost time.

Employers not wanting to pay for employees, and can’t charge out the time
[VIC Plumber]
... getting your employer to pay for your time [VIC Plumber]
Other comments on costs reflected the cost of lost time from work for plumbers which
clearly has overlaps with the previous challenge.

Cost as a result of lost time [VIC Plumber]
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It would have to be comprehensive, to the point and not time wasting. COST!
[VIC Plumber]
A two day course costs $2,000 in lost income – a major factor. He has to see
it as an enormous benefit [Plumbing Association]
Some practitioners and industry representatives contemplate some financial support for
CPD activities. This view was in the minority however, with most plumbers simply
assuming they would bear the cost of any CPD activities. A couple of interviewees felt
strongly that cost was less of an issue in its own right if the CPD activities were useful
and relevant. Although the results of this particular survey question dispute this, it
should be noted that in open questions regarding challenges, costs rated much lower in
survey comments.

Might have to look at financial support for people to attend [Plumbing
Association]
Doesn’t make a difference if it’s free; that’s not really the issue [Industry
Advisor]
CPD needs to be cost effective and specific to the needs and failures
[Plumbing Regulator]

Awareness of CPD Activities
In Victoria, 48% of plumbers do not know what professional development is available to
them. Although they are supportive of the idea of CPD, and a large proportion feel that
activities are available (i.e. 50% believe they are available), many do not know how to
locate what is available.

[The biggest challenge will be] ... making plumbers aware of the programs
available, the benefits that may be derived from the programs and the level
of professionalism that may be achieved [VIC Plumber]
It would appear that plumbers do not have obvious or known sources of access for
professional development activities. Some interviewees suggest that awareness may be
more challenging for independent contractors or domestic plumbers, however, this did
not appear to be the case in the survey results.

Principle:

A CPD program for plumbers will need a well known simple source of
listed CPD activities that is accessible to all plumbing practitioners to easily locate
relevant activities.
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Demand for Relevant CPD
Victorian plumbers are frustrated with lack of learning activities that will help them at
work and provide useful information for their area of work – which is often specialised in
some manner.
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Chart 16 - Challenges for plumbers in taking up PD activities

Although the majority of Victorian plumbers support the concept of CPD, there is a large
segment that feel current learning opportunities are not meeting their practical needs.
Comments from plumbers regarding challenges in taking up PD activities include:

Offering topics that are of value and interest to plumbers [VIC Plumbers]
... relevant to the real world rather than the [stuff they] try to dictate [VIC
Plumbers]
Providing the right areas of development to undertake [VIC Plumbers]
A program that is informative and plumbers find worthwhile, if not they
won’t come back [VIC Plumbers]
... to make it a useful add-on to a plumbing career [VIC Plumbers]
Showing companies why they should participate and where the added value is
to their organization [VIC Plumbers]
Interviews with plumbing industry representatives and regulators also highlight the
importance and challenge of presenting activities that are relevant to a wide array of
trade specialties.
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The plumbing industry is looking forward to PD, but it needs to be relevant
and useful ... If the PD program is not relevant, it will be resisted [Plumbing
Association]
There is an enormous range ... need to cater to them [Plumbing Association]
The need for relevant and useful CPD activities is a common theme throughout the
consultation in this project. It would appear that many barriers become less of a
concern ‘as long as it is something that is useful to my situation’.
It would appear that providing a wide range of CPD activities that allow practitioners to
choose relevant and practical application to their situation is a critical challenge in the
success of any plumbing CPD program.

Resistance of Older Plumbers
Some interviewees feel that there will be resistance to the concept of CPD from older
plumbers. Comments suggest that older plumbers are confident that they know the
trade and may not see a need for continuous professional development.

Most older workers think they 'know' everything just because they have been
doing it for 30 years [VIC
Plumber]
My advice after forty
three years in the game is
forget it; we are not
interested in new tricks
[VIC Plumber]
Culture of older plumbers
is that training isn’t
needed as they have been
in the industry for so
many years [Plumbing
Regulator]
You
will
have
a
generational
problem.
People of my generation
... I’m happy ... I don’t
need
it
[Union
Representative]
Some comment that those close to
retirement will not be interested
in taking up CPD activities, while
others suggest that it is more of an
anti-change mindset that is risk
averse.
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Some people are stuck in their ways and don’t want to change. Often won’t
change until they are older and can’t get work anymore [Industry
Representative]
There will be different levels of acceptance in industry depending on age
groups. Older workers will resist it. ‘I’ve only got 5 years to go. This is
ridiculous.’ Younger ones are more likely to accept it [Plumbing Association]
Survey results suggest that older plumbers are no different from younger plumbers in
their support of CPD for the Victorian market. Older plumbers have witnessed great
change within the plumbing industry and feel that the industry is changing greatly and at
a faster pace than younger plumbers perceive.
However, there is a marked difference in the framework of CPD that plumbers support.
Older plumbers are much more supportive of a voluntary framework than younger
plumbers and only a small proportion are supportive of any form of a mandatory
framework (22% vs. 42%).
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Chart 17 - Should a CPD program be voluntary, mandatory or staged (by age groups)

Despite this, there is a question of whether older plumbers would be less likely to take
up CPD activities in any future program. On average, older plumbers feel that the
quality of workmanship in the industry is fine. This is in marked contrast to younger
plumbers who feel that the quality of workmanship has declined (i.e. 62% vs. 37%).
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Chart 18 - "The quality of workmanship is deteriorating”

Survey results show that although older plumbers feel that CPD will have a big impact on
the reputation of the industry, they are much less inclined than their younger cohort to
believe it will have any impact on their plumbing career. They also believe that CPD is
less likely to impact the ability of plumbers to move into different areas of plumbing.
This is of some concern for an aging workforce. Also many comments from plumbers
suggest that career changes are often not planned but triggered by health issues and
mishaps that occur more frequently in late career.
Many comments throughout the industry suggest a level of apathy towards learning
activities, and this would seem to be somewhat more prevalent in older plumbers.
Although older plumbers are more inclined than younger plumbers to believe there is
‘lots of PD out there if you want to do it’, they find it much more difficult to find. This
is especially so in the non-technical aspects of professional development.

Recommendation:

Although older plumbers support the concept of CPD, they
will take more convincing as to how it will help them in their career. Since this
group is likely to be influential, it will require a stepped process to make benefits
understood and overcome previous misconceptions.

Regional Challenges
The challenge for regional areas with respect to CPD is primarily one of access. Common
concerns expressed by regional plumbers are the travel time to go into larger
communities for seminars or training and the lack of available activities in their own
region.
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... the challenge is being able to make it accessible to plumbers in the more
remote area's [VIC Plumber]
I want to move to Warrnambool but would this be available there? [VIC
Plumber]
Making sure that it is available to both city and country plumbers in their
respective locations [VIC Plumber]
... getting plumbers to central areas for the program [VIC Plumber]
If it was held in a capital city there would be travel and accommodation cost
for country plumbers [VIC Plumber]
Some of the plumbing associations do get out into regional areas, but a formal CPD
program would increase the need dramatically. Encouragingly, a formal CPD program
will build some economy of scale to encourage CPD providers to deliver in more regional
areas.

Should be enough productivity in the market that providers will go to the
regions [Plumbing Association]
A number of plumbers and industry groups highlight the use of computers and the
internet to access regional plumbers.

Central point for training - maybe internet web based training [VIC Plumber]
Regional and remote access to PD is an issue. The use of internet would be
helpful [Plumbing Association]
Provide information for them on DVD or video link where possible [Plumbing
Association]
These suggestions lead into our next challenge for plumbers, which deals with internet
and computer skills

On-line Computer Access
A variety of comments concerning access to CPD suggest that on-line computer skills may
be an important enabler. However, there were also many anecdotal references that
plumbers don’t use computers and have little interest in doing so.
Currently, 92% of all Victorian plumbers have a computer at home and 87% of all
plumbers have internet access.
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Chart 19 - Plumbers who have a computer at home

Many plumbers consider computer skills essential for their job and necessary for the
future direction of the plumbing industry.

My business can’t survive without this technology [Vic Plumber]
Internet is a part of our life on a daily basis with online quotes and billing
[Vic Plumber]
It’s the way of the future [Vic Plumber]
Plumbing industry groups suggest there is much to be gained through on-line access.
Although computer skills and on-line access open the door to many CPD activities,
interviewees comment that it is simply a tool which needs to be applied to only certain
types of learning opportunities.

The power of video and on-line is going to bring new training structures into
the home [Plumbing Industry Advisor]
If theory based, it can be framed into e-learning and internet structures. If
practical based, then you will need to spend the money and go to the people
[Plumbing Association]
The industry needs to get up to speed with computers. Sometimes you need
to be a bit firm about these things. Regulator and industry bodies need to
get out into regions [Plumbing Regulator]

Notwithstanding, there are quite a number of plumbers who suggest that they have little
interest in computers and perceive that there is little of interest on the internet for
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plumbers. Some plumbers also consider a computer not applicable to their on-the-job
activities.

Most information on the web is marketing and not relevant to me [Vic
Plumber]
I still use the fax quite a bit, because I don’t carry a laptop computer [Vic
Plumber]
The internet is fantastic, but there are no technical plumbing sites or
information on the web... there are a lot of older and even younger guys who
would find it extremely hard to learn computers [Vic Plumber]
Having access to a computer is only part of the equation. A number of plumbers reflect
that while they may own a computer at home, they are not always the one using it.
Several plumbers reflect that their spouse is the one using the computer, often
supporting the business for contractors by taking care of e-mails, invoicing and
bookkeeping.
Roughly one in five plumbers across Victoria has never used e-mail. However, almost
half use e-mail ‘often’ or ‘very often’.
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Chart 20 - Plumbers who use email and the web

As suggested above, older plumbers are more likely to have ‘Never’ used e-mail but this
is much more the case for plumbers older than 60 – 36% of plumber over 60 years old
have never used e-mail.
Those plumbers with a single license tend to be much higher users, with a much larger
rating of ‘Very Often’. Although, multiple licensed plumbers still use e-mail, it is simply
not used as often. There was very little difference between single and multiple licence
holders on the rating of ‘Never’. It would appear that the general plumber does not
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necessarily use e-mail quite as often as the specialist areas, such as Mechanical and Fire
Services.
Those plumbers who live in less populated regions generally do not use e-mail nearly as
often as Melbourne or city counterparts.
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Chart 21 – Plumbers who rarely use email (by regionality)

Plumbers’ usage of the web is similar in trends to that of plumbers’ use of e-mails.
In exploring whether plumbers have any interest in learning more about computers, the
survey found that half of all Victorian plumbers were ‘Interested’ or ‘Very Interested’ in
learning more.
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Chart 22 - Plumbers' interest in learning more about computers
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It is interesting to note that while older plumbers may not use computers as much as
their younger cohort, they are still interested in learning more about their use. In fact,
the highest interest was from plumbers over the age of 60.
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Chart 23 - Interest in learning about computers by age

Although there are anecdotal challenges to the use of computers and on-line access for
plumber CPD, it would appear that many plumbers do at least have computers and
internet access at home. This may be particularly useful to access some forms of CPD
that are flexible in timing and accessible for busy plumbers and those who lack access to
the same opportunities in the cities.
However, older plumbers and regional plumbers are more often less experienced in the
use of computers and on-line access. Addressing these issues will require specifically
targeting these groups with coaching and training that takes into account their
apprehension.

Recommendations:
•

•

No one time meets all needs when considering CPD activities. Suitable times
for plumbers means different things to different practitioners, including:


working hours vs. afterhours



weekdays vs. weekends



access by location or mode

Breaking up learning activities into smaller segments allows less downtime
and more choice for practitioners
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•

Grow Plumbers’ understanding of the various ways CPD activities can be
handled in a way that better fits their timing and access situation.

•

The first few CPD activities will need to overcome the poor experience of
plumbers in previous learning activities (i.e. 22% of plumbers feel this to be
the case).

•

Growing plumbers’ computer skills will be an important enabler for CPD
access both in timely access and regional access. Although there is interest
to learn more, targeted support for older plumbers and regional plumbers
will need to overcome their apprehension to computer use.
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Encouraging Take-Up of CPD Activities
Encouraging take-up of CPD activities is critical to whatever framework the plumbing CPD
program takes. Whilst imposing a ‘mandatory’ system may appear the simpler solution to
CPD take-up, the experience of other States has suggested this heavy handed approach is
fraught with danger. Encouraging plumbers to take up CPD activities will need to evolve
with the program. However, the following themes suggest a number of issues are
important for the initiation of a plumbing CPD program.

CPD is not School
Most plumbers tend to view CPD activities as ‘school’ style delivery with most assuming
that activities will be held in classroom style teaching sessions, seminars or other lecture
style delivery. Past research suggests that professionals tend to learn more from
discussions with colleagues and experience than through formal classroom training.2 The
delivery of CPD activities has broadened over the last two decades and relates not only
to the successful completion of accredited qualifications, but also incorporates short,
industry specific training and broader development activities that involve self directed
development and work-based learning. Additionally, professional development no longer
means simply the technical knowledge and skills, but also refers to broadening attitudes
and personal qualities, leadership, communication and community, to name just a few.
CPD programs in other industries also highlight the ongoing need to engage with
practitioners to broaden their understanding of what CPD is and the extensive range of
activities that can be included – See previous project report entitled ‘Professional
Development: Industry Perspectives’.
Related comments from stakeholder interviews also encourage some form of coaching or
information that helps the plumbing practitioner better understand how to manage their
professional development appropriately for their needs.

... but initially in plumbing, it will need a lot of coaching on what is
appropriate CPD, and to help them learn the process [Plumbing Regulator]
Need to find CPD for ‘my weaknesses’, doing appropriate training in the
areas someone needs

2

Cavanaugh, S.H. 1993. Educating professionals: Responding to new expectations for competence and accountability,
Jossey Bass Publishers, San Francisco, pp. 107-125
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Recommendation:

Plumbers will require support in becoming familiar with the
CPD process and developing their own professional development plan. An initial CPD
activity should involve an overview of what CPD is and how it can be managed by
practitioners. This will highlight the methods to find appropriate activities, the
various ways to learn within a CPD program and the broad range of professional
development available to them. This is separate from marketing or ‘selling’ the
concept, but more about helping individual plumbers navigate the process once a
CPD program is implemented.

Suitable and Relevant CPD for My World
Roughly half of all Victorian plumbers experience difficulty in finding relevant
professional development activities that are of interest to them. The importance of
building a wide selection of CPD activities is critical to a plumbing CPD program. Time
after time, comments from plumbers noted their frustration in finding relevant and
practical learning opportunities.

The biggest complaint we get from people is that the CPD is not relevant. We
haven’t asked them what they want. We certainly provide the PD activities
we think they need – which is important – but we could do a better job in
finding out their needs [Regulator for a State Builders CPD program]
Where plumbers see a professional development activity useful for a new area or clearly
relevant to helping them in their line of work, it would appear that some of the concerns
about time and cost are less of a barrier.

They need to see that it is demonstrably relevant ... and then they will go.
The cost is not an issue when this is the case [Plumbing Association]
Although Victoria has a number of TAFE and private RTOs who offer accredited and nonaccredited courses, there is a belief that the wider plumbing professional development
needs are not well served currently. Whilst the national training package and accredited
training serve the industry well for apprenticeship training and licensing outcomes, many
believe it is not responsive enough for much of a practitioner’s ongoing CPD needs.
There is a clear gap between what is on offer and the practitioners’ view on relevant
activities. Roughly one in five plumbers in Victoria feel:
•

previous activities they have attended have been a waste of time, and

•

their work is so specialised, that it’s hard to find activities in my area.
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Creating relevant CPD activities that are ‘short and
sharp’ and deal with more individual needs will be
critical to the success of a plumbing CPD program.
The biggest challenge for a successful plumbing
CPD program will rest on building an active
marketplace
for
the
identification
and
development of relevant CPD activities.
If people know there is something relevant to
them, they are likely to be there. Sometimes
we try to be too broad in offerings [Plumbing
Association]
...ensure that activities are available in niche
areas. These are usually important areas or
there aren’t enough people working in them.
Need to ensure that they are covered [RTO]

Building Understanding of Plumbers’ CPD Needs
The first stage of developing an active CPD development market will involve uncovering
the relevant development needs of practitioners. The PIC has a particular advantage in
access to practitioners through contact details and the feedback from inspectors and
auditing managers. However, highlighting practitioners’ development needs will need to
also involve industry associations, unions, manufacturers and appropriate specialists
industry representatives. Uncovering relevant development needs of practitioners will
rely on a much closer connection to the various plumbing specialties and diverse roles
within the industry.
This will involve the development of a better understanding of Practitioners’ CPD needs
that are relevant through research, collaboration within the industry and internal views
of inspectors and auditors.

Recommendations:
•

Research plumbers’ relevant development needs through collaboration with
manufacturers, associations, unions, related industry groups, inspectors and
regulators

•

Research plumbers’ relevant development needs through direct consultation
with plumbing practitioners. This may take the form of focus groups,
communities of practice, surveys and comment options in various modes.
There will be opportunities to do this in collaboration with associations, but
may also involve specialists’ interests outside of current representation.
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Building Awareness of What is Available
Engaging plumbers to ensure they are aware of current professional development
opportunities is important and yet challenging for an industry that has shown some
apathy towards learning activities in the past. Although many plumbers feel it is difficult
to find professional development in their specialty, there are a number of associations,
manufacturers and RTOs that do offer (or have tried in the past) plumbing specific
seminars, short courses and units of qualifications. Locating such activities can be
challenging for practitioners. Each provider may attempt to provide information, but
this can be confusing for practitioners with limited time.
There is a great deal out there. We need to collate what is out there ...
[RTO]
Might work with the industry bodies and use them to monitor and manage it
for their sector [Plumbing Association]
Connecting industry bodies, manufacturers and RTOs would greatly enhance the ability to
build awareness of current offerings and build on economies of scale.

Some plumbers would be interested in hydraulics training ... sometimes we
have problems filling courses ... we should pass this information onto the
MPA to see if there was interest [Plumbing Association]
The PIC has a distinct advantage in communication with every registered plumber in
Victoria. This provides an opportunity to help plumbers navigate the current offerings on
professional development. From a practitioner’s point of view, a system that presents
current offerings in categories of relevant interest with time, place/mode and cost would
be useful. An ideal scenario makes this a one-stop, single step process: What do you
have on this topic, available to me next week?
A system in which the practitioner is simply directed to find out their own information
from various providers will make it more difficult – finding providers, different contact
protocols and varying information and cost structure. Although this has worked for some
industries, we simply acknowledge that the further away from a one-stop shop, the
larger the barrier for practitioners.

Building Development Capacity
An active CPD market offering will involve encouraging multiple developers of CPD
activities. Some would argue that it is better to have a few providers who develop
everything and therefore provide a default quality control. Although this model typically
does offer a strong and cost efficient model for quality control, it must be said that this
quality control is primarily structured for accredited qualifications. Whilst accredited
qualifications certainly have a place in CPD programs, there is also a whole array of
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relevant activities by specialists, researchers, manufacturers, plumbing companies and
industry groups that have a great deal to offer.

People naturally gravitate to RTOs ... but that may not fill the need. This
can be a slow response to industry needs [Plumbing Supplier]
For plumbing practitioners, useful learning activities have more to do with their
relevance and delivery from an experienced plumber. Seminars, conference speakers,
workplace activities very often tend to fall outside this formal quality control process
and yet are important learning activities. Although some stakeholders fear that plumbers
will take up shallow activities to gain points, we have found little evidence from other
CPD programs or plumbers’ comments to suggest they would do so. Time is too precious
to plumbers and they would certainly voice their disappointment for most activities that
do not deliver on outcomes. Although quality control is important, plumber feedback on
activities will be more informative.
Also of concern to plumbers within Victoria, is ensuring that the CPD activities are
developed and presented by experts and individuals with practical experience in what
they are developing and/or presenting.

Finding enough EXPERTS to teach plumbers new skills [VIC Plumbers]
Finding the right people with real life up to date experiences [VIC Plumber]
Many plumbing practitioners or small plumbing organisations may have an industry
passion and/or willingness to develop professional development activities for specialist
areas or niche topics. For many RTO’s, these specialist or niche areas may not fit their
business model. And yet, the industry has a great deal of experience that is not always
being utilised.

We haven’t tapped into the ongoing experience of trades that have been
dealing with sustainability technology over the last five years. We’re also
not tapping into the consumer feedback [Plumbing Industry Advisor]
Those who are in specialised areas could actually teach others [Plumbing
Regulator]
Nonetheless, a CPD program for plumbers will only increase its capacity to develop
relevant activities by supporting the development activities of niche programs. This
support may provide mentoring in development, access to tools and the ability to post,
administering the delivery of materials upon request, or providing connections to
commercial providers in the marketplace.
There is also a public role in supporting the collaborative effort of providers in the
market. Where individual RTOs and developers don’t see it valuable to provide needed
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activities, there may be a strong argument for the PIC to actively involve themselves in
developing or supporting such development.

Principle:

Critical to the success of a plumbing CPD program will be the
development of sufficiently large array of specific and practical CPD activities to
meet the practitioner demand for relevant activities which are useful to their
personal situation. Many challenges become lessened if the CPD activity is seen as
relevant and beneficial to a plumber’s working environment.

Delivering CPD in Multiple Modes of Delivery
Although plumbers support a plumbing CPD program in concept, many are time poor and
consider it an impost to take time away from work or family. If professional
development activities are not conveniently available in the right time and manner,
much is wasted.
However, RTO’s, associations, manufacturers and other providers are beginning to offer
other modes of delivery.

Need to be careful though not to lock delivery into just one medium. Need to
have variety – trade nights, magazines, subscriptions, on-line work with
examination ... and sometimes travel to attend formal CPD activities
[Plumbing Regulator]
Reaching regional and remote practitioners is a real problem. [Our State]
has been battling to access these people for ages [Plumbing Association]
A CPD activity may be offered in many different modes, including some of the following
that were highlighted by interviewees:
DVD

Video link

CDs

Correspondence

E-learning

Webinars

On-line programs

Trade show presentations

Podcasting

Video conferencing

On-line access to research

On-line journals

Trade Journal articles

Work-based projects

Road shows
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Many learning activities are delivered in one mode or format. And yet, much
development work has gone into the activity – whether it is a presentation at a
conference, a specialist seminar on a new installation or a unit of qualification. It would
appear almost wasteful to not capture these events and learning activities into other
modes. This is important to respond to different learning styles and access challenges
for regional or time-constrained plumbers. If a plumber in Mildura cannot attend a
seminar in Ballarat, could they:
•

get a DVD of the presentation

•

have a CD mailed to them

•

watch the podcast on the event

•

have a mailed synopsis of the event along with technical drawings

•

will the presenter be doing an on-line webinar in the future

•

is there some form of test or questionnaire to fill out that will allow access to CPD
points

The availability of CPD activities will be greatly enhanced if the PIC supports the process
of ‘multi-moding’ development activities. This will involve supporting developers to
partner with other RTOs and developers with special skill sets or platforms for particular
modes. For instance, there are specialists in on-line CPD delivery currently involved with
builders CPD programs in various States.

The PIC can work with them in a course development phase and ensure that
there is an on-line delivery mechanism [Plumbing Association]

Recommendation:

The access to current and future CPD activities will be
greatly enhanced by offering CPD activities in multiple delivery modes. The PIC has
a role in coordinating and supporting this development by encouraging collaboration
and support where there are market failings.

CPD Manages Risk and Insurance
Highlighting industry risks in specific plumbing areas helps to make evident how some
learning activities are relevant to practitioners. This can also be presented as a positive
message from practitioners. Examples of CPD activities that have helped practitioners to
mitigate risk, save money on costly mistakes and improve their business will resonate
with other plumbers.
Need to highlight the problems that occur in the industry. Talk to inspectors
for examples of problem work [Plumbing Association]
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Should provide them with examples of where someone has learnt something
new after ... doing something the same way for years and years. Show how
they can save themselves a whole lot of grief through keeping up to date with
learning [Plumbing Regulator]
If a plumbing CPD program truly focuses on the intended goals - keeping up with industry
changes, regulatory reform, improving standards and professionalism and protecting the
community – then there should be some positive impact on insurance claims within the
industry. However, results speak louder than words in an insurance industry that sets
overall rates in the medium term based on actuarial analysis.
There is a strong future case to create a two tiered insurance rate where CPD compliant
practitioners receive lower rates than other practitioners. Two conditions will greatly
help this move.
•

Research to highlight a better claim history for those who are CPD compliant.
There may even be stronger results if specific CPD activities in risk management
are highlighted or grouped as a specific ‘insurance recognised’ industry
designation.

•

Pitching the case to the insurance industry during a rate rise. It will be
unpalatable to the insurance industry to reduce prices for CPD compliant
plumbers and/or increase prices for non-compliant practitioners between price
adjustments. It would appear that insurance prices tend to adjust every 3-4
years.

Recommendation:

Approach the insurance companies during the next price
increase to consider a two-tiered pricing arrangement that recognises the impact of
CPD compliant plumbers in Victoria.
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Role of Inspectors
The role of inspectors is critical to a successful CPD program. For many practitioners,
this is their main personal contact with the regulator. Inspector feedback into the CPD
programming needs will be invaluable due to their constant interaction across the
industry.
Plumbers in focus groups were somewhat deriding of the introduction of the self
inspection system. They enjoyed the regular interaction with inspectors when there
were more inspections.
This provided plumbers with feedback on regulatory
requirements and their practical application. Many plumbers noted that this was
particularly useful early in their career. Although moving back to 100% inspections is not
feasible, relevant and specific CPD activities can offer inspectors a very useful tool in
providing guidance to plumbers they inspect.

Plumbers are more likely to respond to a personal approach rather than a
marketing campaign [Plumbing Industry Advisor]
It should also be acknowledged that inspectors would provide important input to any
regulatory CPD activities with a wealth of knowledge on current understanding and
application.

Involve Industry Stakeholders
Involving industry stakeholders will be critical to provide informed guidance on CPD
needs, the delivery of CPD activities and the promotion of the reasons for a CPD
program. Although this would appear self evident, it has been noted that other CPD
endeavours have failed for not structuring a forum for stakeholder input.
The PIC holds a special role in administering a plumbing CPD program. As a regulatory
authority they hold a public role across industry stakeholders.
Associations can be very powerful allies, but need to careful that it is not
being seen as just lining the pockets of associations ... [Plumbing Regulator]

A plumbing CPD program will not be successful without some form of coordination
between plumbers, plumbing and related associations, manufacturers, unions, RTOs, and
the regulator.

Relationship with manufacturers ... will be critical.
them early [Plumbing Regulator]

Need to engage with

If industry gets behind it and promotes it, it will work [Plumbing Association]
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Special Recognition
Comments were divided on the application of CPD recognition that badges a plumber
with some form of special designation or brand.
Those supporting this view suggest that consumers would welcome a CPD branding that
signifies a level of higher recognition or achievement beyond basic training. Consumers
are becoming more sophisticated in their access to information and awareness of new
products and trends. They feel this branding will take time, but will offer a degree of
competitive advantage for plumbers with a CPD designation.

Promote it on getting a competitive edge on their competitors [Plumbing
Association]
... consumers are becoming more aware, getting quotes, background of
plumber. While it may not create enormous demand, it is important and
possible [Plumbing Regulator]
A successful branding exercise will take some years ... to get public
acceptance [Plumbing Regulator]
The contrary view suggests that consumers are already confused or ill-informed on the
various roles of a plumber and adding a further recognition would only confuse the issue.
Additionally, many argue that residential and some commercial clients only worry about
‘fixing the problem’ with little interest in designation outside of licensing.

Recognition level wouldn’t work in plumbing industry. Customer isn’t going
to worry as long as the plumber is licensed. Difficult marketing another level
of plumber [Plumbing Association]
Higher status wouldn’t work as the public is confused already [Plumbing
Association]
At the heart of encouraging plumbers to target some form of CPD marketing designation,
is to provide a way of differentiating themselves from other plumbers in a way that is
meaningful to customers.

It’s very difficult to communicate different levels of quality to customers
[Plumbing Industry Media]
It’s how do you convert this into a request from the consumer to request this
designation. That’s the conundrum ... [Industry Advisor]
Don’t see the industry accepting some higher level, especially if the system is
mandatory. Everyone will be at the same level eventually, so what’s the
purpose [RTO]
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Comments suggest that there is more opportunity for plumbers to differentiate
themselves in the commercial and industrial sector. It could be equally argued that
sustainable and green practices in the residential sector are already evolving.

A commercial job ... you might have CPD requirements written into the job ...
it happens in some other trades ... a bit like the ISO designation in
manufacturing [Industry Advisor]
The single domestic client doesn’t care. In commercial industrial it is
becoming a significant thing.
Growing need for quality assurance,
occupational insurance, etc [Plumbing Association]
Master Plumbers might argue that their green plumbers program already
gives advance recognition... [Plumbing Association]
This would suggest that CPD would be more immediately recognised and taken up if there
was recognition for specific areas of industry driven needs or client interest such as green
skills, risk mitigation, design, etc. The CPD program would underpin the initial basis of
such designations and may provide a strong testing basis for future qualifications and
competency requirements.

Recommendation:

Branding CPD broadly is a long term event ... a more
immediate and beneficial branding for plumbers may involve industry driven or
client driven ‘topic’ badging that is supported by a CPD program.

Introducing CPD in Apprenticeship Training
Introducing plumbing practitioners to CPD does involve a dramatic shift in training
approach, with much more self-directed learning on a variety of broad topics that impact
the entire professional development needs of individual plumbers. This includes
technical and non-technical areas of learning whilst finding ways to access CPD in a busy
career.
The shift from rostered days in apprenticeship training to professional
development on your own time is significant – these are skills in their own right.
In developing a better understanding of lifelong learning, it would be extremely
beneficial to have apprentices introduced to the CPD process during the apprenticeship
training.

... starting with the younger apprentices and maybe making it included in
registration would help it be more well received [Vic Plumber]
... drive the PD mentality through apprentices [Plumbing Regulator]
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Sensitive to the already significant number of units and competencies within the national
training package, the introduction of the CPD process to apprentices would be best
utilised as an alternative method to access some learning material through the CPD
program. Completing such competencies through the CPD program would meet the
qualification requirements, while providing some experience with the process of a
plumbing CPD program. The final year of an apprenticeship program could easily have an
apprentice attain a number of CPD points, providing experience with the program and a
kick-start to their point collection.
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Mandatory vs. Voluntary Framework
Although there is broad support from plumbers and industry groups for a CPD program,
there is a great deal of division on whether a program should be mandatory or voluntary
in nature.
A mandatory CPD framework in other industries typically requires practitioners to do
professional development activities in order to maintain their status and/or registration
within the industry. Alternatively, a voluntary framework more strongly relies on
attracting participation.
In the following sections, the argument for each case is presented based on the views of
plumbers across Victoria and plumbing industry representatives across Australia and
within Victoria.

The Case for a Mandatory CPD Framework
The most compelling argument for a mandatory framework is that without such a
requirement many plumbers will not make the time to do professional development. If
the program goals are critical to the industry, then who should be allowed to ‘opt out’?

It would have to be mandatory.
Regulator]

They won’t do it otherwise. [Plumbing

Many feel that because plumbers are busy they may not see the need for CPD and there
is a need for a ‘push’ into development activities. Most individuals in this camp see a
need to link the CPD program to registration and licensing renewal within the PIC.
Although The Association of Hydraulic Services Consultants Australia has a CPD program
for their association membership, there are no other plumbing related organisations in
Victoria that have an active CPD program. This is somewhat different from the Victorian
builders’ CPD program that has a few subgroups with active CPD programs that feed into
the Builders’ program (e.g. building surveyors, Architects, Engineers).

Don’t get a lot of take-up of voluntary CPD because people are so busy with
work. The economy hasn’t slowed down enough for people to have time to do
voluntary CPD. [Plumbing Industry Advisor]
Associations and regulators are concerned that plumbers who finished their
apprenticeship training many years ago, may not necessarily be up to date on the
changing regulations and technology. There is also a worry that bad habits are simply
passed on to plumbing apprentices in these situations.
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Should be essential. Otherwise you have someone who finished their training
at 20 and, at 50, haven’t learnt anything new [Plumbing Association]
As people lose knowledge due to lack of learning and then take on
apprentices and teach them, the pool of expertise keeps getting smaller
[Plumbing Regulator]
Although stakeholders describe the need for a well structured program many were also
concerned with the cost and resource requirements in a CPD program that covered all
plumbers. They highlighted the implementation challenges for a mandatory framework,
most notably the worry of plumber resistance to being forced to participate. However,
some view the implementation of a mandatory framework as a period of ‘short pain’ for
maximum gain. Also, many believe that the resistance to a mandatory framework is the
voice of a ‘vocal minority’.

But can’t make it too onerous or expensive [Plumbing Related Association]
If it is to happen, it must be mandated, but needs a very strong system in
place to manage. This will be very resource intensive [Plumbing Regulator]
Needs to be linked to licence, but done in such a way that they don’t feel
backed into a corner [Plumbing Association]
Although many industry groups discussed a ‘mandatory’ framework in broad terms, other
specifically noted that mandatory participation should still allow choice on specific CPD
activities.
Although 74% of Victorian plumbers support the development of a CPD program in
Victoria, only a small minority want a mandatory framework in the beginning (i.e. 12%).

Plumbers Preference on CPD
Framework

68%

0%

20%

Voluntary

40%

20%

60%

Voluntary then Mandatory

80%

100%

Mandatory

Chart 24 - Should a CPD program be voluntary or mandatory?
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Victorian plumbers were asked to provide open comments on the challenges to
implementing a mandatory framework.

21%

Time

20%

Resistance to the idea that it's mandatory

14%

Enforcing it

10%

Lack of interest/willing participation

8%

Cost
Well structured program

4%

Resentment from experienced plumbers

4%

Location

2%

Availability of range of relevant topics

2%

Chasing points instead of relevant challenging
activities

1%
15%

Miscellaneous Other
0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

Chart 25 - Challenges in implementing a mandatory CPD program

Although the top challenge for plumbers is ‘Finding the time’ for CPD, the next two
specifically identified challenges focused on plumber resistance – Resistance to the idea
that it’s mandatory, and Enforcing it. Comments from Victorian plumbers on challenges
to implementing a mandatory framework include:

Finding time and trying to fit it into an already busy schedule [Plumber]
You would get an uproar [Plumber]
Would comply but not be happy [Plumber]
No one likes being told they have to develop professionally. People would
take it as if they were being told they don’t know their job ... would try their
hardest to get out of doing it [Plumber]
This plumber resistance reflects the experience of other States which have attempted to
implement a mandatory plumbing CPD framework. Plumber resistance is not to be
underestimated. Other States have found that plumber resistance to a mandatory
framework has brought political pressure and forced plumbing associations to rally to
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their defence. Although hindsight may argue that implementation was at fault, the views
of plumbers cannot be ignored.
Within Victoria, it is important to note that the MPMSAA has previously attempted to
implement a CPD program and had attempted to tie it to membership or some form of
membership higher recognition. This was largely unsuccessful and their present position
is against a mandatory framework. The Victorian AMCA also feels strongly that members
would be ‘up in arms’ over a mandatory program and are therefore not supportive of an
initial mandatory program. Also, very influential in the Victorian market is the union,
which feels that a CPD program is a model that is unproven in its outcome and puts
undue hardship on plumbers who have already completed their training.

The Case for a Voluntary CPD Framework
The argument for a voluntary CPD framework largely suggests that professional
development should be beneficial to plumbers, and it is on this point that it should be
‘sold’ to practitioners.

I worry about a mandatory system.
compelled. [Industry Advisor]

Learning should be attractive; not

You need to promote the program on the benefits rather than playing the big
policeman. That will only get people’s backs up. [Plumbing Association]
Those in favour of a voluntary framework feel that even though practitioners ‘who need
it most’ may be disinclined to voluntarily pick up CPD activities, these individuals usually
come to notice under the inspection process. This would infer that even within a
voluntary framework, CPD activities may be mandated for infractions and/or inspection
issues.

The people who don’t do PD are the ones the regulator looks at for inspection
[Plumbing Association]
... they are the ones that usually come under our notice anyways ...
professional conduct issues, poor standards, etc. [Plumbing Regulator]
Some interviewees suggest that professional development is only needed by some
practitioners. Most comments would suggest this is less to do with registration categories
or sectors of the market and more about the professionalism of individuals within the
trade.
Notwithstanding, there were a few concerns that some sectors experience less regulatory
and technical changes and it may be challenging to provide a career-long range of
activities. However, this view was in the minority.
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For those who represent the larger employers of plumbers, there was some concern with
regard to the cost to employers financially and in providing time off work in a mandatory
framework.
For some, the voluntary CPD framework was more of a default position because they felt
a mandatory framework would not be successful if initiated. This was primarily due to:
•

the negative reaction of plumbers being forced into a mandatory framework, and

•

government’s preference for a non-regulatory solution as a first option.

Government process will require a regulatory impact statement that highlights the need,
cost/benefit analysis and reasoning behind a regulated solution. It is noteworthy that
the Victorian Builders’ CPD program did not gain regulatory authority when put before
the minister in 2005. However, it is understood that this is now being reviewed with the
experience of the last five years and key associations pushing for a mandatory program.
On the plumbing CPD programs, industry representative groups interviewed were evenly
split between mandatory and voluntary frameworks. However, those supporting the
voluntary pathway tended to have more representation from States that had some
previous experience in trialling a plumbing CPD program. Also, heavily weighted in this
group were government advisory groups and the plumbing union.
Just over 2/3 of all Victorian plumbers prefer a voluntary CPD framework over a
mandatory one. There was little difference between registered and licensed plumbers,
nor was there any large difference between the type or number of registered categories.
However, older plumbers tended to favour a voluntary CPD framework much more than
younger plumbers.

78%
59%

<= 35 yrs old

66%

65%

36-45 yrs old

46-55 yrs old

56+ yrs old

Chart 26 - Support for voluntary CPD program by age group
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The clear challenge in a voluntary CPD program is attracting practitioners to take up the
program. Victorian plumbers identify this as the largest challenge in a voluntary
framework – even more than the challenge of ‘finding time’ to do the CPD activities.
The biggest challenge I see is that there may not be the numbers to continue
the program due to lack of interest [Vic Plumber]
Too many plumbers won’t do it. It's already that way with the courses and
seminars offered. Most plumbers just don’t attend [Vic Plumber]
Getting employers to encourage it and getting numbers to participate [Vic
Plumber]
Not being able to get enough bums on seats to make the course viable [Vic
Plumber]
Actually getting plumbers to commit to study and improvement. We all have
good intentions but when it comes down to having to attend study out of
work hours it is difficult to be motivated at the end of a long day [Vic
Plumber]

Getting people to attend

30%

Time

25%

Low uptake due to lack of interest/apathy

9%

Finding appropriate development/delivery…

6%

Making it worthwhile

6%

Awareness & marketing

5%
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5%

Making it attractive

4%

Location & accessibility

3%

Getting the right plumbers to do PD activities

1%

Other
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Chart 27 - Challenges in implementing a voluntary CPD program

Although the first three responses deal with time and attendance constraints, plumbers
identify hopeful issues in the next three choices:
•

Finding appropriate development/delivery people for activities

•

Make it worthwhile

•

Awareness and marketing
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Though not a simple solution, it does suggest that relevant CPD activities, delivered by
trade related specialists would be taken up if they were easy to find. However, CPD
offerings would need to be packaged in a way that is respectful of the time constraints of
plumbers.
The voluntary CPD framework has more support in Victoria than does the mandatory
program. Whilst survey results make this abundantly clear for plumbers, there is also
support from the MPMSAA, AMCA and some flexibility from the union (i.e. such that
members are not required to take up CPD activities).

The Case for Starting with Voluntary with a Future Intent to Go
Mandatory
The argument for a transitionary period of a voluntary CPD framework which moves into
a mandatory framework reflects the challenge of a voluntary framework achieving the
goals set out due to the perceived passive take-up of CPD activities by those most in
need.
Although this is a third pathway highlighted by plumbers and plumbing industry groups
alike, it does offer some flexibility and pressure to build the value proposition of a CPD
program.
The consensus view in this group is that practitioners need time to ease into a CPD
program. Many believe that active support will grow amongst practitioners but it is
better to ‘start with the willing’ and bring people from their present position. It is
interesting to note that during focus group discussions (July 2010), roughly 1/3 of the
focus group started from the position of ‘against any CPD program’. However, after a
robust discussion with other plumbers over 90 minutes, many became open to the idea of
a CPD program. Of course, there were many caveats, such as ‘if it’s run well’, ‘if the PD
activities are relevant to what I do...’, etc. Notwithstanding, it was a quick and openminded transition amongst peers.

May be best to start as voluntary and then, down the track, make it
mandatory. Bring people along slowly [Plumbing Association]
The building industry is very traditional and they need time to get used to
new things [Plumbing Regulator]
If they have a bit of time to think about it and get things in place ... they are
more likely to accept it. A phase-in period makes sense [Plumbing Regulator]
Some interviewees foresee a phase-in period in the range of 2-5 years. Comments also
highlighted the advantage of building activities up over time with practitioners until
there is a ‘tipping point’ where it becomes industry accepted. This ties in with
conventional views on managing culture change.
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Introduce as voluntary initially, with a time-line that it will become
mandatory after, for example, 5 years [Plumbing Association]
Might need to get to a tipping point ... when half have taken up voluntary
CPD, then make it mandatory [Plumbing Association]
Should be mandatory but understand the political issues, so see that it could
be voluntary for the first couple of years and then become mandatory
[Plumbing Association]
20% of Victorian plumbers also identify a move to mandatory framework over time as a
viable option. Although this is still much less than the 68% support for a voluntary
system, it is notable that roughly 1/3 of all plumbers in Victoria support a mandatory
framework now or after a transitionary period.

68%

32%
20%

Voluntary CPD

Voluntary then Mandatory CPD

12%
Mandatory CPD

Chart 28 – Plumber support for a voluntary CPD program

While not the majority view amongst plumbers, this does offer some middle ground to
the associations and regulators who are supportive of a mandatory framework.
Some of the benefits of this transition option are:
•

provides time for the program to develop systems

•

build scale of the program over time with a clear understanding of an end goal on
operational size

•

market and build the value proposition for practitioners

•

a stronger focus on meeting goals and key measures over time in order to build
the case (if it does exist) for a regulatory response (i.e. mandatory framework)

Principle:

A voluntary CPD program should be implemented with a clear intent of
progressing into a mandatory CPD program within the next five years. The ultimate
deciding factor on this transition will be the measured outcomes of the program
against the goals of the CPD program.
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Administering Roles
Various industry CPD programs are often administered by industry associations or industry
regulators. There is little to suggest that administration is more successful with
associations or regulators and previous research for this project did not produce an
obvious trend.
This would suggest that each industry has different drivers and capabilities to engage
with a CPD program, and therefore must look within itself to decide on the best structure
for administering a CPD program.

Views on The Plumbing Industry Commission’s Role
Past national surveys and this Victorian project suggest strong support for a plumbing
CPD program. Despite this, past attempts to install a plumbing CPD program by
regulators and associations in various States have been challenging.
In developing a CPD program for plumbers in Victoria, it is important to understand
whether the PIC is perceived as an appropriate administrator for such a program.
Plumbers overwhelmingly believe that the PIC has a role in administering a plumbing CPD
program.

Yes
No
Chart 29 - Should the PIC play a role in administering any plumbing CPD program?

Most plumbers believe that the PIC has a natural role as the regulator governing
plumbing. It is clear that they look to the PIC for guidance on plumbing information and
a clear mandate to support and protect the trade.
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I think they should play the only role in administering programs after all they
are the governing body we answer to [Vic Plumber]
Yes, must show leadership [otherwise] it could fall apart...
direction [Vic Plumber]

people want

I believe they should have a major role as they would know the areas where
development could improve standards of plumbers work [Vic Plumber]
In my opinion it is the only body to administer it. Otherwise why are
they called the plumbing industry commission? They should be the guardians
and support of our trade [Vic Plumber]
Although plumbers across Victoria are very supportive of the PIC’s role in a CPD program,
they also acknowledge that there needs to be collaboration and consultation with
plumbers’ industry groups. The clear message is ‘don’t go it alone’ and ‘ensure
plumbers are involved’.

Without the support of the plumbing industry commission and master
plumbers a CPD scheme would fail [Vic Plumber]
Must talk to the industry tradies.
Plumber]

Play a role only - not stand over [Vic

Only on proviso that plumbers (licensed and registered) are involved in
constructing and teaching the course [Vic Plumber]
With the assistance of the TAFE colleges and industry associations [Vic
Plumber]
If the plumbing commission is looking after the industry then they should play
a part but not solely [Vic Plumber]
Plumbing associations and regulators across most States and Territories support the PIC
administering a Victorian CPD program. Many believe the PIC is appropriate because it
has a broad view of the industry in Victoria and has the ability to highlight market failings
and industry needs. The Victorian regulator is also able to access every registered and
licensed plumber in Victoria providing the ability to deliver a consistent message.

They can see where the industry is going in their jurisdiction [Plumbing
Association]
The PIC is that constant point of contact [Plumbing Union]
It may not be the oracle of all things, but it is a hub where people go to get
direction and information [Plumbing Industry Advisor]
Additionally, the PIC also has a level of independence as a regulator to enforce
compliance where necessary and the capabilities that go along with this role. Although
associations are capable of administering a CPD program, it can be difficult to enforce
programs within a voluntary membership organisation.
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I think they are the main one to have this role because they are independent
[Plumbing Industry Advisor]
Need to maintain a level of consistency, especially if you are talking about
labour market mobility [Plumbing Industry Advisor]
Industry bodies are membership driven so can’t do much. Need to have the
rigour where you can do something about it... People will rapidly lose faith in
a system which doesn’t regulate itself [Plumbing Regulator]
The administration role will primarily involve:
•

policy development and maintenance

•

administering and tracking of practitioner points

•

communication hub for practitioners

•

coordination and collaboration support for a market of active CPD development
and delivery

Principle:

The PIC has broad industry support to administer the Victorian Plumbing
CPD program. Whilst the policy development and administrative management of the
program will reside with the PIC, the success of the program will require a strong
engagement with the wider plumbing industry.

Industry Advisory Group
The Plumbing Industry Advisory Council has the capacity to provide the broad guidance
and endorsement for the PIC’s policy on CPD for Victorian plumbers. This council already
has a long history of providing industry advice to the Plumbing Industry Commission and
the Minister for Planning in Victoria. The council was first established under the Building
Act 1993 and has representation from plumbing and building statutory authorities,
industry employers and employees, vocational educators, water and gas regulators, the
building industry and consumers.

Need to form partnerships with industry bodies. Needs industry engagement
in developing the CPD process... [Plumbing Regulator]
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CPD Development Working Group
A plumbing CPD program will only succeed if there is an active market of CPD activities
on offer to Victorian plumbers. With over 22 000 plumbers in Victoria across a variety of
sectors and specialties, the biggest initial challenge will involve uncovering their specific
professional development interests and quickly building up an active development and
delivery market.
This is not a one-time initiation endeavour. The ongoing needs of practitioners will
change over time. Not only will CPD activities on offer need to respond to a changing
industry, but they will invariably need to build on previous CPD activities as practitioners
achieve deeper understanding in specific areas.
It is suggested that a CPD Development Working Group be formed with the PIC providing
administrative support and the chairing role. This group will endeavour to better
understand the CPD needs of all practitioners and endeavour to provide the strategies
and means to build an ongoing marketplace of relevant CPD activities. The success of
this group will best be measured by:
•

the number of CPD activities available

•

the accessibility of CPD activities , and

•

the satisfaction rating from practitioners on individual CPD activities and the
current array of CPD activities on offer for their needs

This group will therefore need the ability to:
•

better understand the current and upcoming needs on CPD for practitioners

•

to develop specialist CPD activities that meet the needs of small groups in a cost
efficient manner

•

to attract CPD developers for specialist needs

•

to find avenues for multi-moding CPD activities to improve access (i.e. for both
time and place)

•

provide a streamlined feedback system for plumbing practitioners

Instead of regulator saying ‘this is what you have to do’, engage industry in
deciding on relevant PD [Plumbing Association]
Want industry people involved, but need to be extremely careful that it’s not
just individual manufacturers who will be pushing their own products
[Plumbing Regulator]
Need to set up an industry working group. If the regulator tries to do it
alone, they’ll get it wrong [Plumbing Association]
Concerned about the PIC administering CPD for the whole industry – such a
broad church [Industry Regulator]
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By the nature of these endeavours, the group will comprise stakeholder from two areas:
those that can highlight needs of practitioners and those who can deliver on the CPD
activities.

CPD needs will require engagement with plumbing associations and specialist groups, as
well as plumbing practitioners, manufacturers, plumbing union and plumbing inspectors.
Whilst industry representation will be important, the PIC will also need to ensure that
the consumer needs and unrepresented specialist groups are understood. This working
group will need to consider ways for accessing practitioner CPD needs through avenues of
surveying, communities of practice, feedback at key ‘touch points’ (e.g. registration
&/or on-line ordering of certificate of compliance forms, etc.)

It needs to be a collaborative approach between government and
stakeholders, without being hijacked by industry [Plumbing Regulator]
Should involve the industry associations... but a lot of scoping needs to be
done [Plumbing Association]
We are in partnership with industry but we represent the community
[Plumbing Regulator]

CPD delivery will require engagement with current RTO’s and groups that deliver CPD
activities. However, there will also be a need to include other enablers and support
groups. Support mechanisms will be required to encourage specialists to develop CPD
activities. This will require some form of development support for individuals and
specialist groups. This may take multiple forms:
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•

tools and support for CPD development may take the form of development
guidelines, IT support for video, on-line development, and even
coaching/mentoring in development and/or delivery

•

providing direction to current RTO’s or other CPD delivery groups that are willing
to collaborate on development

•

providing direction to CPD developers to collaborate on multi-moding CPD
activities

Being the governing body in the field of plumbing they should not only play a
role, but liaise with the leading experts in the nominated fields of plumbing
to develop suitable training in not only current, but potential future
applications relevant to our trade [Plumber]
They have to have an oversight role, but don’t have to do all of the delivery
[Plumbing Regulator]
Need to form partnerships with industry bodies. Needs industry engagement
in developing the CPD process... [Plumbing Regulator]
Although this avenue will put a larger responsibility for quality control on the
administrator, building a large and responsive CPD development market will better serve
plumbers in relevant CPD activities than restricting delivery to a few RTO’s that must
endeavour to be ‘all things to all people’. Additionally, whilst quality control is critical
to a respected CPD program, it will be the feedback of plumbing practitioners that will
drive active engagement.

Recommendation:

The ability to offer relevant and useful CPD activities will
best be served by attracting many PD developers. This will provide a stronger
capability to meet the diverse PD needs across the industry.

Delivery of Regulatory CPD Activities
As the plumbing regulator, many look to the PIC as the respected authority on plumbing
regulation and standards within the industry. Plumbing Associations and industry groups
acknowledge this role and look to the PIC to maintain an effective and efficient plumbing
regulatory system.
The role of the PIC with regards to the proposed plumbing CPD program is as an
administrator. However, many see the PIC as ‘the expert’ in plumbing regulations and
legislative changes. To this end, it would seem natural that the PIC should provide input
into CPD activities regarding the use and application of plumbing regulations.
This may involve collaboration with other CPD developers and delivery organisations or
involve some in-house development of CPD activities. The PIC does have experience in
developing in-house learning activities for plumbers (e.g. work-life balance, use of online tool such as Toolbox, etc.)
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It should be noted that the PIC should not attempt to capture a large segment of all CPD
development as the market will best be served by a variety of industry developers.
However, the PIC’s regulatory role makes them an obvious source for regulatory CPD
information.
There are also obvious overlapping skills required in developing CPD activities and
oversighting a CPD program.

If the PIC wants to control CPD, then they have to do it themselves [Plumbing
Association]
Regulator needs to be involved in delivering some CPD so that they get a
better understanding of what the industry needs [Plumbing Regulator]

Recommendation:

The PIC is naturally suited to supporting the development of
CPD activities in the area of plumbing regulations and legislative changes.

Administrative Collaboration
There is much to be learned from CPD programs in related industries. In fact there are
opportunities for collaboration of efforts for the PIC, especially since the Building
Commission also houses the Builders’ CPD program.
Although this report has already highlighted the need for aligned point systems to allow
cross-over on relevant CPD programs, it should be noted that the initial plumbing CPD
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program does need to present itself as a ‘Plumbers’ CPD program. The critical nature of
plumbers’ comments on past PD activities and the importance of ‘relevancy’ that is a
constant theme in this report will best be served by forming a CPD program that matches
the diverse needs of the plumbing fraternity and can evolve in the first few years to
better meet those needs.
This does not mean that back-office collaboration on resources and administration should
not be shared. However, the structure of the program should reflect the plumbing
industry and maintain a consistent communication pathway through the PIC.
This flexibility is important for the evolution of not only the program but also with the
impending national licensing regime. Although it would be difficult to guess the eventual
impacts on a Victorian CPD program, it should be noted that many interviews with nonVictorian industry groups and regulators suggest some possibility of a national CPD
program for plumbers.

Could be a partnership between the NPRF and the MPAA [Plumbing
Association]
The proposed National Licensing Board should oversight, with the statebased regulator to run it at the state level [Plumbing Association]
The PIC should oversight this in the first instance, but coordination could
conceivably move to the NPRF. They will become the drivers of this sort of
stuff and what is going to happen [Plumbing Regulator]
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Lessons from other States
This project benefited greatly from the candid interviews and responses of regulators and
industry associations across the country. In particular, the views on implementation
were greatly enhanced by the comments from States that have tried to implement a
plumbing CPD program.
Although unsuccessful, the learnings provided by these
individuals have been an immense benefit to this project. The following represents the
key themes on implementation barriers experienced by these States.

Lack of Consultation
Most comments reflected a lack of partnering or ongoing dialogue with associations and
industry groups. Although there was a great deal of effort and planning behind some of
these CPD programs, it was perceived as either a surprise or an imposed program that did
not involve consultation with plumbers. In some cases, this pushed plumbing associations
into a corner. Although they may conceptually back the reasons for a CPD program, their
membership were upset and expected action from their representative associations.

Engage with industry.
Association]

Don’t repeat [our State] experience [Plumbing

Aware of problems in [State] where the CPD program did not get up due to
lack of consultation. Needs to be good communication. This is extremely
important [Plumbing Regulator]
When NZ introduced CPD, they did a series of road show. Had some strong
opposition at first [Plumbing Regulator]

Not controlling the Message
Various comments suggest that the reasons were not adequately ‘sold’ and ultimately the
message was controlled by the opposing groups. For lack of a strongly marketed
message, practitioners were left to fill in the gap with their own perceptions. Many felt
it was a ‘money grab’ by training organisations or simply government meddling
unnecessarily where they should not. Practitioners went to their MPs in some instances
and MPs were forced to respond without necessarily being informed on the program.

Those against [the program] went to their backbenchers and put an end to
it... [Plumbing Association]
After it was unilaterally announced... the [association] put it out to their
member and got slaughtered ... and now it won’t get up for years [Plumbing
Association]
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Perceived as Shallow
A number of comments focussed on individual passive activities that led to many
practitioners to believe that the CPD activities were not truly worthwhile or useful. In
some cases, this was inaccurate information. However, in other instances, there was a
lack of control on the activities under the program.

Had feedback that the quality and substance are very ordinary and don’t hit
the spot [Plumbing Association]
Everybody supports PD in its raw form. The problem in our State was the
way it was rolled out... system was very shallow. If you were a member of
an association, you got ... points. If you subscribed to a magazine, you got
... points. You didn’t really have to do a lot to get [the required] points. A
lot of the industry felt that they didn’t really have to do anything real.
[Plumbing Association]
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Implementation Strategy
Following the comments from the previous section, the implementation strategy suggests
a significant level of consultation with industry and practitioners. Largely the strategy is
based on reflecting industry views and providing an opportunity for those engaged to
discuss or consider the CPD program amongst other practitioners and industry
representatives. A one-way presentation from the PIC would appear from experience to
be ill-fated.
Past experience with plumber focus groups at an earlier stage of this project provided
useful insight into this approach. Generally plumbers were persuaded to consider a CPD
program if engaged with other plumbers who support the idea. This is far from a ‘fifth
column’ approach, since 74% of all Victorian plumbers support a plumbing CPD program.

Sell the Reasons before the ‘How’
Currently the majority of practitioners are attracted to training because of licensing
outcomes. If a CPD program is introduced the value of such professional development
will need to be made clear to practitioners. As previously highlighted in this report,
plumbers support the idea of CPD, however, the practical reasons and benefits must be
clarified in order to make clear how CPD can improve their ability to keep up with
technology, standards, and regulations and protect the community health.
Survey results and industry comments will be helpful in this message to provide the wider
perspective.

Making the need for CPD more tangible is really important [Plumbing Industry
Advisor]
I think they have to get used to the idea ... why it’s good. Brace them for it
[Plumbing Union]

Sell the message through Plumbers & Industry Groups
The introduction of the reasons for a plumbing CPD program must involve a multistakeholder backed introduction from the beginning. If the PIC presents this program by
itself, some will perceive it as an imposed situation and look to associations and other
stakeholders to bolster a rejection.
Focus groups and discussions with plumbing practitioners should involve industry groups
and importantly, plumbing practitioners selling the reasons behind a CPD program.
Selling the principles and suggestions from ‘surveyed plumbers around Victoria’ will
provide a base to build support within the industry.
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Commit to Program but Launch A Staged Approach
The plumbing CPD program should encourage plumbers to engage and become familiar
with the broader learning options involved in a CPD program. This entails allowing the
program (whether voluntary or mandatory) to start small with a clear timeline and guide
towards the full program.
For practitioners, this may entail a lower point system to start, with a gradual increase
from year to year. This gradual growth also allows the administrator to bed down
processes and properly develop a market of CPD activities. The key to success with
resistant groups will involve:
•

building the size of practitioners who do engage.

•

ensuring that the initial CPD activities are relevant and have good reviews from
practitioners. This will be more important than trying to have a full suite of
activities from the very beginning.

•

providing opportunities for resistant groups to ‘trial’ the program and get used to
the learning environment and process.

Although there are challenges perceived by plumbers, such as cost and making time, if
the plumbing CPD program can provide relevant activities that are easy to find and
access in ways that respect their time (e.g. multi-mode), then these challenges are
reduced.

Make it bite size chunks that don’t seem like CPD [Plumbing Industry Advisor]
Need to get people to see it as credible and having integrity around the
process [Plumbing Regulator]
Notably, the view of older plumbers was a big concern for many regulators and industry
interviewees. Interestingly, survey results found that mature aged plumbers in Victoria
support the concept of CPD as much as their younger practitioners. However, older
plumbers generally found it difficult to find PD (i.e. especially non-technical PD) and
believed that a CPD program would have little impact on them. They were also more
preferential to a voluntary system, as opposed to a mandatory program. It should be
noted however, the more extreme views were held by those older than 55- 60 years of
age for these issues.
Although a staged approach does not solve all of these issues, it does provide the ability
to move perceptions and even to allow the more recalcitrant views to retire out of the
industry.

My experience in policy is that you have to start where people are at, and
then over time you can gradually change that [Plumbing Industry Advisor]
Coming at it with the big stick is not the right way to go [Plumbing
Regulator]
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Need to be confident that the program is going to be properly delivered...
This will just give ammunition to those who want to have a go at the
regulator. [Plumbing Regulator]

Policy & Administrative Setup
Initial policy development should quickly follow up after broad consultation with industry
and practitioners. Much information will have been gathered that provides clarification
for the final CPD policy. Additionally, the initial consultations should attempt to gather
specific guidance on CPD activity demand in different roles and specialties. The initial
CPD activities presented will be scrutinised by practitioners and harshly judged if found
wanting.

Communication Strategy & Shop Front
The communication strategy will be more pervasive and successful if multiple industry
stakeholders are providing CPD promotion. While the PIC is viewed as the appropriate
administrator of this program, it should be presented as the industry’s CPD program.
Although the PIC will manage the program administration and regulatory CPD
development (suggested), the vast majority of activities will happen outside the walls of
the PIC. The success of the plumbing industry will be greatly enhanced by a CPD program
– this will benefit all practitioners, plumbing industry groups, and the community at
large.

•

A consistent message is best handled by keeping in close contact with plumbing
industry stakeholders. It is important to reflect the overall views of the trade.

•

Provide for multiple ways for stakeholders to have their say. This can and should
involve focus groups, mail, telephone call and on-line discussions.

•

Respond to comments. The PIC and industry stakeholders will need to have some
engagement and response for plumbers who voice their negative opinion.
Although not every negative comment can be offered a telephone call, controlling
the message will be enhanced by responding to on-line discussions or responding
to ‘typical’ concerns through various media. This engagement will hone the CPD
message and ensure administrators are delving into development solutions from
the beginning.

•

Inspectors are key. Inspectors should be well informed of the CPD discussion and
process. They are often the ‘face’ of the PIC amongst the plumbing community.
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Implementation Strategy

Sell the Reasons before the How
Sell the message through Plumbers & Industry Groups

Commit to Program but Launch A Staged
Approach
Policy & Administrative Setup

Communication Plan

Regional Validation
•Validate principles and
recommendations with industry
groups & practitioners
•Identify stakeholder groups and
plumbing practitioners passionate
about CPD
•Explore CPD activity needs
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Tour Principles &
Guidelines

Commit to Structure and
Policy

•Present with industry groups and
passionate plumbers
•Regional 'road shows'
•Follow-up with:
• mail
• e-mails
• industry media
• industry groups

• Policy
• Administration structure
• Develop CPD Market
•Marketing of Program

Staged Growth
•Point requirement, or specific
groups
•Introductory CPD Activities
•Possible 'required' CPD in specific
situations
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Conclusion
Continuous professional development has been a point of interest over the years within
the Australian plumbing industry. As the Plumbing Industry Commission of Victoria
considers the implementation of a CPD program within the State, it is useful to know that
there is wide support across the industry.
This report provides feedback on the views across industry groups and practitioners that
inform the goals, principles and framework for the future development of a CPD policy
within Victoria. Although there are challenges highlighted by Victorian plumbers and
industry advisory groups, there was a surprising level of consensus on many issues.
The implementation strategy was greatly enhanced by the candid comments from State
regulators and industry associations in various States that have had previous experience
with implementation approaches for plumbing CPD programs. The implementation
strategy presented provides for strong levels of consultation and engagement that will
build support.
This project presents a solid basis for the Plumbing Industry of Victoria to provide a
considered approach to structuring a Victorian Plumbers’ CPD program with strong
direction from stakeholders across the industry on the goals, principles and framework.
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Appendix 1 – In-depth Interview List

Organisation

Name

Position

AGL Energy Sales & Marketing Ltd.

Brendan Slater

Manager, Victorian Dealers

AMCA Ltd

David Eynon

Executive Director

Association of Hydraulic Services
Consultants Australia (AHSCA)

David Steblina

National President

Box Hill Institute of TAFE

Brendan Gould

Program Coordinator

Building Commission

Jeff Calderbank

Director of Industry & Regulatory
Compliance

Building Commission

Jeff Norton

Energy Efficiency

City West Water Ltd.

Anne Barker

Managing Director

Connections Magazine

Jeff Patchell

Managing Director

Consumer Affairs Victoria

Warren Jensen

Program Manager – Building

Department of Infrastructure and
Planning, Building Codes
Queensland Division, Local
Government and Planning Group

Chris Harris

Director – Plumbing Legislation
and Standards Branch

Department of Justice, Tas

Alan Humphreys

(Deputy Chairperson) Principal
Plumbing Advisory Officer

Department of Justice, Tas

Robert Steedman

Licensing Administrator

Energy Safe Victoria

Paul Bonsak

Executive Manager

Home Building Service

Michael Cooper

Acting Assistant Commissioner

Murray Thomas

Chief Executive Officer

Master Plumbers & Mechanical
Services Association of Australia

Ken Gardner

Chief Executive Officer

Master Plumbers Association N.T.
an
affiliate
of
Territory
Construction Association (TCA)
N.T.

Graham Kemp

Executive Officer

Office of Fair Trading, NSW
Master Plumbers
Association of WA
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Organisation

Name

Position

Master Plumbers Association of
Tasmania

Adrian Cowie

Secretary

Master Plumbers Association, Qld

Adrian Hart

Executive Director

Master Plumbers Drainers & Gas
Fitters Association of the ACT Inc.

Janelle Thaller

Executive Officer

National Fire Industry Association

Carmel Coate

Executive Director

National Plumbing and Services
Training Advisory Group (NPSTG)

Gary Cook

Chairperson

Office of Energy Safety, WA

Kim Martin

Senior Engineer (Training)

Office of Energy Safety, WA

Kevin Hooper

Manager

Planning and Land Authority, ACT

Craig Simmons

Construction Occupations
Registrar

Plumbers Licensing Board, WA

Phil Payne

Manager and Executive Officer

Plumbing Industry Association, SA

Andrew Clarke,

Executive Officer

Plumbing Industry Climate Action
Centre

Vin Eberjer

Manager

Plumbing Industry Commission

Paul Crapper

Chief Financial Officer

Plumbing Industry Commission

Sarah McCann-Bartlett

Deputy Commissioner

Plumbing Industry Commission

Dennis Hogan

Plumbing Industry Commission

Muriel Marczynski

Director for People & Culture

Plumbing Trades Employees Union,
CEPU

Doug McClusky

Manager

Plumbing Trades Employees Union,
CEPU

Earle Sectches

Victorian Branch Secretary

Plumbing Trades Employees Union,
CEPU

Glenn Menzies

Union organiser

SA Water

Jeffrey Clark

Plumbing Standards
Legislation Manager

South East Water

Steve Dober
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Organisation

Name

Position

Sydney Water

Les Barnard

Team
Manager,
Plumbing
Inspection Assurance Services

Michael Jarrad

National President

Stephen Movley

Secretary

Paul Naylor

General Manager

P O Box 939, Liverpool NSW 1871
The Institute of Plumbing Australia
Incorporated

The Master Plumbers & Mechanical
Contractors Association of NSW
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Appendix 2 – Overview of Statistical Analysis on Survey
The following information provides some background to the analysis of the survey used
for this report.

Target Population
The target population for this survey was any plumber who is registered to do plumbing
in any category within Victoria. The target population is known to be 22,796 plumbers (as
of 1 May, 2010). The Plumbing Industry Commission of Victoria has access to the
complete target population (i.e. sampling frame) with contact details.

Sample Size & Level of Confidence
Our intent is to make valid inferences for the total population at a 95% level of
confidence and alpha level of 5% that is meaningful or important. In essence, this means
that all statistical tests were considered significant if they differed much more than
would happen by chance, 19 out of 20 times. These levels are used widely in social
research and are generally accepted as appropriate levels for industry research.
There were two related projects involving surveys – a survey on career information for
plumbing and a separate survey on continuous professional development. Although the
topics were separated, there was some overlapping information – questions on
computer/internet usage were included in both surveys. The sample size goal for both
surveys was at least 600 completed surveys. Completed surveys for both surveys were:

Target

Actual useable surveys

Career Information Survey

600

625

CPD Survey

600

697

1,200

1,322

Total

Table A – Survey targets and actual useable completed surveys

The number of responses provides an accuracy of approximately +/- 4% when reporting
proportions. For questions that were asked in both surveys, the level of accuracy is
approximately +/- 3%.
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Confidence Interval3
Career Information Survey

+/- 3.92%

CPD Survey

+/- 3.71%

Combined Questions

+/- 2.70%

Table B – Survey Confidence Intervals

Weighting Responses
Currently, just over 6,000 plumbers have e-mail accounts registered with the Plumbing
Industry Commission of Victoria. Although e-mail addresses provide convenient access to
plumbers for surveys, there was some concern whether plumbers with e-mail accounts
were representative of all plumbers in their views on careers and CPD. In order to
overcome any bias in this area, surveys were also conducted by phone and telephone
with plumbers who did not have e-mail addresses registered with the PIC. All surveys
were then weighted to ensure that there was no bias on plumbers with e-mail addresses.
The weighting used for the CPD survey is presented in the following table.

Population Pop'n %

Samples Sample%

Weight =
Pop%/Sample%

E-mails

5,997

26%

466

75%

0.353

No e-mails

16,799

74%

159

25%

2.897

Totals

22,796

625

Table C – Survey Weighting for CPD Survey

Plumber Characteristics Analysed
Almost every question in the survey that queried plumbers on the topic of career
information and continuous professional development was analysed for differences
between various groups of plumbers with differing characteristics. For instance, we were
interested to know if registered plumbers had different views from licensed plumbers, or
did city plumbers view things differently than plumbers in regional areas?

3

Calculated for proportion of 50% (most conservative proportion), N = 22,796
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The report highlights where there were significant and important differences. For the
statistical reader, differences were analysed using a chi-square test for most groups, the
Fisher Exact Test for 2 by 2 tables and the Phi coefficient measure for comparing the
relationship between two categorical variables for two or more sub-groups.
The characteristics (i.e. sometimes referred to as attributes) that were analysed within
the survey are:
Level of Registration: The survey was directed at registered and licensed plumbers – in
any category. 37% of survey responses were registered plumbers and 63% were licensed.
Age when first registered: Records the age when a plumber was when they first
registered in the trade. This allows some analysis for mature aged entry into plumbing
along with other issues that may be impacted by the age of entry into the trade. The
average age of entry is 24 years, whilst the median is 21 years old. The middle fifty
percent of plumbers enter the trade between the ages of 20-25.
Years of experience in the trade: The average years of experience in the trade is 24
years. Half of all Victorian plumbers have 25 years of experience or more. The middle
50% of plumbers have between 12-35 years of experience.
Regionality: Plumbers were asked about the regional population where they lived.
These were presented in five categories: Melbourne & suburbs, Regional cities (+80,000),
Large Towns (populations of 20-80,000), Small Towns (1-20,000), Country or small
community (less than 1,000). Some of the analysis grouped the two smaller categories
together as there were only 46 plumbers represented in the country or small community
category.

Regionality of Plumbers in
Victoria
Regional Large
City
Town
11%
11%

Melbourne &
Suburbs
60%

Small
Town
10%
Country
8%

Chart A – Regional distribution of plumbers in Victoria
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Categories of Registration(s) or License(s): Each plumber listed the standard categories
that they were either registered or licensed to work within. The overarching categories
used within Victoria include: Water Supply, Gasfitting, Roofing (Stormwater), Sanitary,
Drainage, Mechanical Services, Irrigation (non-agricultural) and Fire Protection.
Refrigeration Mechanics was also added after initial survey testing suggested that this
category of plumber did not necessarily associate themselves with Mechanical Services.
Amount of work performed in each category of registration: Each plumber provided a
generalised indication of how much work they performed within each category of
registration or licensing.
Current working arrangement: Each plumber described their working arrangement as one
of: employee, manger/supervisor, or self-employed contractor.
Self-employed
contractors made up the largest group (61%), followed by employees (28%) and then
manager/supervisor (11%).
How many people do you work with: Plumbers were asked about the number of
plumbers, plumbing apprentices and non-plumbers they work with in their operation or
business.
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Appendix 3 – Goals, Principles and Framework
Goals:

A CPD program should ensure that plumbers keep up to date with changing
technology and regulatory requirements as they naturally evolve in a dynamic industry.
Acknowledging the pace of change and dynamic nature of the plumbing industry, an
effective CPD program should improve the skills, knowledge and standards of the
profession – maintaining the status quo is not sufficient and will not protect the
community health which is an enduring responsibility of plumbers as a licensed trade.

Principle: A Plumbing CPD program should cover all registered and licensed plumbers
who practice in Victoria along with those directly involved in oversighting and teaching
the technical and regulatory aspects of the trade (i.e. inspectors, auditors and plumbing
teachers).
Principle:

General categories for CPD should reflect technical and non-technical
skills to form a balanced approach that meet the individual needs of plumbers and
industry needs as identified by the regulator.

Principle:

CPD point requirements for plumbers registered in one category of
plumbing should be less than the requirement for plumbing practitioners with more than
one category of registration. However, the number of points that are required by a
plumber registered in a single category of plumbing should reflect the deeper knowledge
required.

Principle:

A CPD program for plumbers will need a well known simple source of listed
CPD activities that is accessible to all plumbing practitioners to easily locate relevant
activities.

Principle:

Critical to the success of a plumbing CPD program will be the development
of sufficiently large array of specific and practical CPD activities to meet the practitioner
demand for relevant activities which are useful to their personal situation. Many
challenges become lessened if the CPD activity is seen as relevant and beneficial to a
plumber’s working environment.

Framework:

A voluntary CPD program should be implemented with a clear intent of
progressing into a mandatory CPD program within the next five years. The ultimate
deciding factor on this transition will be the measured outcomes of the program against
the goals of the CPD program.

Principle:

The PIC has broad industry support to administer the Victorian Plumbing
CPD program. Whilst the policy development and administrative management of the
program will reside with the PIC, the success of the program will require a strong
engagement with the wider plumbing industry.
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Appendix 4 – Recommendations
Recommendations: Key measures on the effectiveness of a plumbing CPD program
should focus on the goals of the program. Suggested key performance indicators should
include:
•

•

•

•

Keeping up with Changing Technology


Insurance claims



Inspection pass/failure rate & feedback from inspectors



Customer feedback &/or complaints



Take-up in CPD activities in areas of new technology

Keeping up with Regulatory Changes


Insurance claims



Inspection pass/failure rate & feedback from inspectors



Take-up in CPD activities in regulation

Improving Standards and Professionalism


Insurance claims



Inspection pass/failure rate & feedback from inspectors



Customer feedback &/or complaints

Protecting the Health


Insurance claims on health related plumbing issues



Customer feedback &/or complaints

Recommendations:

The CPD program should present itself from the perspective of
the plumbing practitioner in:


developing CPD activities that meet their needs



communicating the CPD process



and the impact CPD activities will have on their development

Recommendations:

Engage with related trade CPD programs and development
activities to ensure a common point system and where possible, an easier recognition of
CPD activities across programs.
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Recommendation:

Although older plumbers support the concept of CPD, they will
take more convincing as to how it will help them in their career. Since this group is
likely to be influential, it will require a stepped process to make benefits understood
and overcome previous misconceptions.

Recommendations:
•

No one time meets all needs when considering CPD activities. Suitable times for
plumbers means different things to different practitioners, including:


working hours vs. afterhours



weekdays vs. weekends



access by location or mode

•

Breaking up learning activities into smaller segments allows less downtime and
more choice for practitioners

•

Grow Plumbers’ understanding of the various ways CPD activities can be handled
in a way that better fits their timing and access situation.

•

The first few CPD activities will need to overcome the poor experience of
plumbers in previous learning activities (i.e. 22% of plumbers feel this to be the
case).

•

Growing plumbers’ computer skills will be an important enabler for CPD access
both in timely access and regional access. Although there is interest to learn
more, targeted support for older plumbers and regional plumbers will need to
overcome their apprehension to computer use.

Recommendation:

Plumbers will require support in becoming familiar with the
CPD process and developing their own professional development plan. An initial CPD
activity should involve an overview of what CPD is and how it can be managed by
practitioners. This will highlight the methods to find appropriate activities, the various
ways to learn within a CPD program and the broad range of professional development
available to them. This is separate from marketing or ‘selling’ the concept, but more
about helping individual plumbers navigate the process once a CPD program is
implemented.

Recommendations:
•

Research plumbers’ relevant development needs through collaboration with
manufacturers, associations, unions, related industry groups, inspectors and
regulators

•

Research plumbers’ relevant development needs through direct consultation with
plumbing practitioners. This may take the form of focus groups, communities of
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practice, surveys and comment options in various modes. There will be
opportunities to do this in collaboration with associations, but may also involve
specialists’ interests outside of current representation.

Recommendation:

The access to current and future CPD activities will be greatly
enhanced by offering CPD activities in multiple delivery modes. The PIC has a role in
coordinating and supporting this development by encouraging collaboration and support
where there are market failings.

Recommendation Approach the insurance companies during the next price increase
to consider a two-tiered pricing arrangement that recognises the impact of CPD
compliant plumbers in Victoria.

Recommendation:

Branding CPD broadly is a long term event ... a more immediate
and beneficial branding for plumbers may involve industry driven or client driven ‘topic’
badging that is supported by a CPD program.

Recommendation:

The ability to offer relevant and useful CPD activities will best
be served by attracting many PD developers. This will provide a stronger capability to
meet the diverse PD needs across the industry.

Recommendation:

The PIC is naturally suited to supporting the development of
CPD activities in the area of plumbing regulations and legislative changes.
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